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The Kentish Economic Profile creates a statistical picture of the foundations on which a
future Kentish economy can be built, by providing a snapshot of the Kentish economy in
2013. It identifies the internal characteristics of the Kentish economy, including the region’s
existing assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. It also addresses external
influences on Kentish exerted by regional, state and national economies, strategies and
policies.

Welcome to Kentish … the municipality and population:

Kentish is a municipality in Tasmania’s central north, in the geographical region known as
the North-West and is part of the Mersey-Lyell statistical division.
The municipality has a population of 6312 people (ABS, 2011), at a population density of 5.5
people per square kilometre.
The two largest population/commercial centres are Sheffield (pop. 1538) and Railton (pop
1231; ABS 2011). However, about 60% of the municipality’s population lives outside these
towns, in districts such as Wilmot, Lorinna, Barrington, Acacia Hills, Nook, West Kentish,
Roland, Claude Rd, Beulah, Sunnyside and South Spreyton, all of which are hamlets with
populations between 70 and 450 people and no commercial centre. The municipality also
has an important commercial tourism hub at Cradle Valley.
Kentish is seen as a desirable location for settlement, with population increases during the
last three census periods (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) comparing favourably with other
North‐West Tasmanian local government areas. Ongoing moderate population growth is
anticipated.

Population:
Kentish population: 1986-2011
Year
Number
% increase

1986
4572
-

1991
5105
11.6

1996
5330
4.4

2001
5407
1.4

2006
5687
5.2

2011
6312
10.9

Figure 1: Kentish population at each census 1986-2011, plus % increase in population since previous census. Source: ABS,
2011
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Kentish population 2007-2011 – age demographics
Estimated Kentish resident
population
Persons

Population by Age group
Persons - 0 to 14 years
Persons - 15 years to 24 years
Persons - 25 years to 34 years
Persons - 35 years to 44 years
Persons - 45 years to 54 years
Persons - 55 years to 64 years
Persons - 65 years to 74 years
Persons - 75 years to 84 years
Persons - 85 years and over
Median Age - Usual Residents, at
June 30

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

no.

5 979

6 123

6 301

6 335

6 312

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
years

20.8
11.7
8.9
16.2
15.8
13.9
8.0
3.7
1.0
40.5

20.3
11.4
9.0
15.6
16.3
14.5
8.3
3.6
1.1
41.3

19.7
11.1
9.2
15.0
17.0
14.4
8.8
3.6
1.2
42.0

19.3
11.2
8.9
14.6
16.9
15.0
9.1
3.7
1.3
42.6

18.9
11.5
8.5
13.9
17.0
15.1
9.7
3.9
1.4
43.3

Figure 2: Estimated Kentish resident population, and by age category, 2007-2011. Source: ABS, 2011

Kentish population age demographics, 2011:

9.7

5.3

0-14
15-24

18.9

25-34
15.1

17

11.5
8.5
13.9

35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

Figure 3: Kentish age demographics, by age category, 2011. Source: ABS, 2011
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Population data highlights:

•

•
•
•

•

While Kentish recorded a greater-than-historical-average 10.9% increase in
population between the 2006 and 2011 census, the population increase has virtually
stagnated since 2009.
66% of Kentish residents were of working age in 2011. This has remained relatively
constant since 2007.
47.6% of the Kentish population is female and 52.4% is male. This has remained
relatively constant since 2007.
The percentage of the population declined in all age categories under 44 years, as a
percentage of the total Kentish population, from 2006 to 2011, including a 14%
decline in Kentish residents aged 35-44 years. The percentage of the population
increased in all age categories above 45 years, as a percentage of the total Kentish
population, from 2007 to 2011. The Kentish population’s average age has increased
by three years, from an average 40.5 years to an average 43.3 years, in the four
years from 2007 to 2011.
The municipality is relatively mono-cultural compared to Australia. 10.5% of Kentish
residents were born overseas, 75% of those in north-west Europe (ABS, 2006).

Locational:

The primary population areas of Kentish are, with the exception of Lorinna, all in the
northern half of the municipality and less than 40 minutes’ drive from the region’s largest
population centres, and primary employment hubs, of Devonport, Ulverstone and Latrobe.
The primary agriculture and production areas of Kentish are also all in the northern half,
about 35 minutes’ travelling time from the nearest port and airport (both near Devonport),
and Bass Hwy, which links the region to the rest of the state. The port features passenger
services to Melbourne and freight services to Melbourne and Sydney. The airport features
multiple air services per day to Melbourne.
Rail is accessible at Railton and links to ports at Devonport, Burnie, Bell Bay and Hobart.
Cradle Mountain is at the southern boundary of the Kentish municipality, and is one of
Tasmania’s foremost tourism attractions, drawing almost 200,000 visitors per year.
Kentish is bounded by Devonport municipality to the north, Latrobe municipality to the
north-east, Meander Valley municipality to the south-east, Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair
World Heritage Area to the south, small borders with each of the Waratah-Wynyard and
West Coast municipalities to the south-west, and Central Coast municipality to the west.

The economy:

This Strategy has been developed amid an economic downturn in North-West Tasmania. The
downturn has been created, primarily, by a combination of macro-economic influences,
5

including globalisation, the high value of the Australian dollar, changes in international and
domestic markets, a fall in global commodity prices, and the rise of internet shopping.
This macro-economic change has particularly affected traditional Kentish industries such as
forestry and agriculture, through a loss of markets and a rationalization of buyers. It has also
had a profound impact on manufacturing industries in neighbouring municipalities that have
had an indirect but significant effect on the Kentish economy due to job losses and loss of
local spending by manufacturers that have closed.
The high value of the Australian dollar has negatively impacted on tourism, manufacturing,
agriculture and other export industries; internet shopping is impacting on retailers;
globalisation of timber markets has led to a collapse in demand for Tasmanian timber; and a
recent decline in commodity prices has reduced the attractiveness of new mining and
commodity-based activities.
Further, major increases over the past six years in Tasmanian electricity and water prices;
the cost of water headworks charges for new developments; the cost of Bass Strait freight;
and penalty rates and are most commonly cited as the biggest local impediments to business
growth. Further, the tourism sector cites the cost of fares to Tasmania, via sea or NorthWest airports; and the North-West’s low profile in Tasmanian tourism marketing, as
significant impediments to tourism business growth.
These factors have significantly changed the Kentish economy in the past five years and will
continue to shape the municipality’s economic future. Of the four major industries in Kentish
(as measured by employment), agriculture, fishing & forestry; manufacturing; and retail
have shown significant declines in employment. Only the tourism-related sector of
accommodation and food services has shown an increase in employment among the key
Kentish industries over the past five years.
Small business is still the main driver of the Kentish economy and there is just one employer
of more than 70 people in the municipality (Cement Australia). In 2011, the municipality
featured 154 businesses that employ more than the proprietor, and 341 that employ only
the proprietor (.id, 2013). In 2011, 46 businesses started in Kentish and 47 ceased to trade,
suggesting a significant turnover of small businesses (in percentage terms). Small businesses
proliferate in most leading Kentish industry sectors. The exceptions are health and
education, in which government is the primary employer, and manufacturing, which is
dominated by Cement Australia.
Externally sourced income is vitally important to the wellbeing of Kentish communities and
comes from a number of sources, including income generated by visitor spending; income
generated through resource and agricultural outputs; and wages and salary income
generated outside the municipality. More than half (57%) of employed Kentish residents
work outside the Kentish municipality (ABS, 2006). Australian government pensions and
other payments also contribute to the Kentish economy.
Statistically, the Kentish economy punches below its weight (see Figure 4). Despite Kentish
having 1.23% of the state’s population, it contributes 0.69% of Gross Regional Product, has
6

0.66% of the state’s jobs, and 0.85% of the state’s building approvals in 2011. Its
unemployment rate (10.26% in June 2013) was about 3 percentage points above the state
figure. However, it has slightly more businesses than average, hosting 1.4% of Tasmanian
businesses. Its businesses are also slightly above the state average for productivity,
employing 0.66% of the state’s jobs but contributing 0.69% of Gross Regional
Product.
Kentish Economic Contribution:
Gross
regional
Product

$m
160

Local jobs

State
%
0.69%

Number
1532

State
%
0.66%

Worker
productivity
(GRP/worke
r)

Unemploy
ment

Business

$

Rate

Number

104,338

10.26%

522

Population

State
%
1.4%

Building
approval
s

Number

State %

$000s

State %

6312

1.23%

8884

0.85%

Figure 4: A snapshot of the Kentish contribution to the state economy. Source: .id 2013

Industry:

Despite the recent downturn in key industries, Kentish’s most important industries (as
measured by employment) remain tourism (216 jobs in accommodation and food services in
2012 but tourism supports jobs in other sectors too); manufacturing (185); agriculture,
fishing & forestry (181); education (98); retail (96); health (92) and construction (87).
Tasmanian Department of Economic Development data from 2012 shows that of those
seven primary industries, there have been declines in employment in agriculture, fishing &
forestry (-20% since 2006); manufacturing (-11% since 2006) and retail (-11% since 2006).
There has been an increase over that period in jobs in Accommodation & Food Services
(+8%); construction (+20%); education (+24%); and health services (+7).
Among low-density industries in Kentish, there have been declines in employment since
2006 in arts and recreation services (-21%); electricity, gas & water (-35%); information
technology (-100%); mining (-27%); and transport (-22%).
There were employment increases since 2006 in the low-density industries of wholesale
trade (+9.5%); finance and insurance services (+33%); rental, hiring and real estate (+100%);
professional, scientific and technical services (+8%); administrative services (+4%); and
public administration and safety (+15%).

Employed by industry – Kentish residents 2011
Industry sector
Manufacturing
Retail trade
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Health care and social assistance
Accommodation and food services

% of Kentish resident
employment
11.5
10.8
10.3
9.5
9.4
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Construction
8.2
Education and training
6.1
Transport, postal and warehousing
6.1
Public administration and safety
6.1
Wholesale trade
4
Administrative and support services
2.7
Professional, scientific and technical Services
2
Mining
1.9
Electricity, gas, water and waste services
1.6
Arts and recreation services
1.2
Rental, hiring and real estate services
1.2
Financial and insurance services
0.9
Information media and telecommunications
0.2
Other services
4.3
Total employed
2487
Figure 5: Employment of Kentish residents, ABS, 2012. Note: Figure 5 shows employment of Kentish
residents, irrespective of the place of that employment. Therefore, figures vary from the Kentish
municipality employment, by industry, quoted in Figure 7.
Individual industries:

Agriculture: The Kentish municipality is rural, built over 170 years on an economy based on
agriculture and timber. Agriculture has suffered significant fluctuations in viability over the
past 30 years, and the Kentish agriculture industry is very different today to the one that
existed even as recently as 2000. The district was once known as “dairy country’’, with dairy
herds interspersed with beef cattle and some cropping. Today, there are few dairy
operations and less beef herds than in the past. Among croppers, the staples of potatoes,
peas, carrots and onions are now joined by crops such as poppies and broccoli and microcrops on small holdings such as garlic, beets and saffron. Despite its major fluctuations,
agriculture faces a promising future, with recent developments in Circular Head providing
opportunity for expansion in dairy, and projections of improved demand in poppies, many
vegetables crops and berries over the coming five years. The threatened closure of
vegetable processor Simplot in 2017 casts a significant shadow over large-scale cropping,
although other vegetable processors still exist in the wider region.
Forestry: The timber industry has virtually collapsed due to the loss of its international
markets in the face of strong competition from timber industries in developing nations and
the high Australian dollar.
Mining: Resource extraction activity in Kentish has, over the history of white settlement,
included gold, silver, tin and coal though is now limited to limestone mining at the Cement
Australia plant at Railton, while a gold mine was approved at Moina in September 2013.
Tourism: This emerged as a significant economic sector in the early 1990s, on the back of
tourism development at Cradle Mountain, which created pass-through visitor traffic in
Kentish towns. The creation of The Town of Murals in Sheffield then encouraged passing
tourism traffic to stop, which has reinvigorated the Sheffield main street and is now a vital
source of income in the town. Railton and Wilmot townships are increasingly engaged in the
tourism economy. Cradle Mountain remains in the top three tourism destinations in
Tasmania, as measured by visitor numbers. Tourism is now the largest employment sector in
Kentish. New tourism product and experiences are being developed in Kentish, four major
8

events draw thousands of visitors to Sheffield each year, and the municipality’s tourism
profile is rising.
Manufacturing: This sector is the second largest employer of Kentish residents, although
there is only one large manufacturer in Kentish – Cement Australia. The remaining Kentish
residents employed in the sector are employed by businesses outside the municipality.
However, manufacturing in the broader North-West Tasmanian region has suffered a
significant decline over 2011-13, with closures of large-employing manufacturing businesses
and significant downsizing of others. Manufacturing is particularly vulnerable to macroeconomic factors such as exchange rates, globalisation and the economic vitality of other
nations. Therefore, it is difficult to stimulate the manufacturing sector at a local level and the
prospects for large-scale manufacturing in the North-West presently look dim. The prospects
for niche and boutique manufacturing look better.
Public sector: The publicly funded health, education, public administration and safety
sectors are significant and growing employers in the municipality. In 2013, 14% of employed
Kentish residents were employed by local, state or federal governments (ABS, 2013). The
establishment of the Kentish Health Care Centre has led to an almost doubling of health
professional positions in Sheffield, from 15 to 28, and further employment growth is a
possibility. The outlook for education employment is unclear due to political-level discussion
about school rationalisation. The public administration and safety sectors are also likely to
experience small but steady growth.
Retail: In 2013, Kentish town streetscapes feature no chain store outlets or franchises, and
few branches of larger organisations. Almost all retail businesses are locally owned small
businesses. Kentish streetscapes feature a mix of services, basic goods and provisions, and
tourism-focused retail outlets. The Sheffield retail industry significantly benefits from
tourism. No Kentish town features a full suite of secondary services, such as accountant,
hairdresser, lawyer, real estate, pharmacy. Only Sheffield boasts a supermarket.

Employment:

The recent economic downturn, which has led to closure of many major employers in the
region, particularly in manufacturing, forestry and food processing, has resulted in a
significant rise in unemployment in the region and in Kentish since 2009. Tasmania’s
unemployment rate, which was 4% in August 2008, was 8.9% in July 2013 (ABS, 2013). This
rise in unemployment was particularly acute in 2011-12 – coinciding with the loss of large
numbers of jobs in manufacturing. In Kentish, the unemployment rate (7.8% in June 2012;
ABS, 2012) rose by 50% in just nine months to 10.7% in March 2013 (ABS, 2013). The
Mersey-Lyell statistical region, which includes the Kentish municipality and the rest of the
North-West and West coasts, was ranked by the Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations (DEEWR) in 2013 as the fourth worst region in Australia for projected
employment growth from 2012 to 2017 (just 2.6% employment growth over the five-year
period). It was listed in 2012 by that department as an “employment priority region’’.

Kentish unemployment rate
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Year
Jobless
rate

2007
9.5%

2008
7.2%

2009
8%

2010
8.6%

2011
7.4%

2012
10.8%

Figure 6: Kentish unemployment rate 2007-2012, Source: ABS, 2013

Key employment data:

Job numbers:
• 1252 jobs in Kentish in 2011; 1313 jobs in 2006. A 4.6% decline in jobs in five years.
• In 2012, there were 2487 Kentish residents employed (ABS, 2012).

Workforce participation:
• 66% of Kentish residents were of working age (15 years or more) in 2011 (ABS,
2012).
• 54.7% of Kentish adults of working age were in the workforce in 2011 (ABS 2012).
• Of employed Kentish residents, 52.7% worked in full-time employment and 32.5%
worked part-time (ABS, 2011).
• Of employed Kentish residents, 12.8% worked 1 to 15 hours, 10.3% worked 16 to 24
hours and 40.5% worked 40 hours or more (ABS, 2012).
• There were 637 adult welfare recipients in the municipality at June 30, 2011 (.id,
2013).
• The percentage of Kentish working-age residents on Centrelink benefits in 2011
(30%) was considerably higher than the state figure (25%) and the national figure
(17%). It was also considerably higher than neighbouring municipalities, such as
Central Coast (25%), Circular Head (18%), Latrobe (23%), Waratah-Wynyard (27%)
and West Coast (22%) (DEEWR, 2011).
• In 2012, the percentage of Kentish working-age residents on unemployment
benefits (10.8%) was significantly higher than the Mersey-Lyell regional figure
(8.2%), the regional Australia figure (5.3%) and the national figure (5.2%) (DEEWR,
Small Area Labour Market, 2012).
• The workforce participation rate in 2010 was lower in Kentish (68%) than the
Tasmanian figure (73%) and the national figure (75%) (DEEWR, overview of the
north-west/northern Tasmania priority employment area, 2011).
• The number of workers aged under 45 in Kentish has steadily declined in recent
years, as a percentage of the total workforce. In 2008, workers aged 44 years or less
made up 61.2% of total workers in Kentish. By 2011, that had declined to 56%.
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Employment opportunities:
•

•

•

In 2011, ABS recorded 2487 Kentish residents were employed but only 1252 jobs in
the Kentish municipality (not all of which would be filled by Kentish residents). This
jobs deficit of 1235 compares to a jobs deficit of 1000 in 2006.
In 2006, 57% or working Kentish residents worked outside the municipality. In 2011,
this had declined to 50%. Nevertheless, the significant number of Kentish residents
who work outside the municipality means economic and employment events
outside the municipality have a significant impact on Kentish employment, income
and economy.
The number of Kentish residents working outside the municipality (50%) is not
incongruous with other rural municipalities in the North-West (52% in Central Coast,
61% in Latrobe, 55% in Waratah-Wynyard, 9% in Circular Head). The urban centres
of Devonport and Burnie recorded 26% and 21% respectively.

Employment by industry in Kentish:
• The municipality’s largest sectors, measured by employment, are Accommodation
and Food Services (216 jobs in Kentish municipality in 2011), Manufacturing (185),
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing (181), Education and Training (98), Retail (96), Health
Care & Social Assistance (92) Construction (87).
• Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing had been the biggest employer sector in 2006 but
was only the third largest in 2011.
• The greatest employment growth from 2006 to 2011 in industry sectors that employ
more than 50 people in Kentish were: Education & Training (24% increase from 2006
to 2011); Construction (21%); Public Administration (15%) and Accommodation &
Food Services (8%).
• The greatest employment decline from 2006 to 2011 in industry sectors that employ
more than 50 people in Kentish were: Transport, Postal & Warehousing (-23%);
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing (-20%); Retail (-11%); and Manufacturing (-10%).

Kentish employment change, by sector, 2006-2011:
Industry of work
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste
Services
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Accommodation and Food
Services
Transport, Postal and
Warehousing
Information Media and

Kentish Kentish
2006
2011

change

% change

227
22
207

181
16
185

-46
-6
-22

-20.7
-27.2
-10.6

52
72
21
108

34
87
23
96

-18
15
2
-12

-34.6
20.8
9.5
-11.1

200

216

16

8

66
3

51
0

-15
-3

-22.7
-100

11

Telecommunications
Financial and Insurance Services
Rental, Hiring and Real Estate
Services
Professional, Scientific and
Technical Services
Administrative and Support
Services
Public Administration and Safety
Education and Training
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts and Recreation Services
Other Services
Inadequately described
Total

3

4

1

33

5

10

5

100

25

27

2

8

22
45
79
86
29
16
25
1313

23
52
98
92
23
31
3
1252

1
7
19
6
-6
15

4.5
15.5
24.1
7
-20.7
93.8

- 61

- 4.6

Figure 7: Employment, by industry sector, in Kentish. Source: Tasmanian Department of Economic
Development, 2012

Figure 7 shows jobs located in Kentish, by sector, in 2006 and 2011. It shows a decline in jobs
in Kentish in most key sectors.
Employment of Kentish residents, irrespective of location:

Kentish
Industry

2001

2006

2011

20062011

Manufacturing
Retail trade
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Accommodation
and food services
Healthcare and
social services
Construction
Public
administration
Education and
training
Transport, postal
and warehousing
Other services
Wholesale trade
Administrative and
support services
Professional,
scientific and
technical
Mining

291
170
326

304
267
283

288
265
252

-5.3%
-0.7%
-11%

171

234

249

155

208

106
57

% of
Kentish
jobs
2011

% of
Tasmania
Total
2011

11.4%
10.5%
10%

1.5%
1.1%
2.5%

6.4%

9.9%

1.6%

247

18.8%

9.8%

1%

156
129

199
158

27.6%
22.5%

7.9%
6.3%

1.2%
0.8%

100

124

156

25.8%

6.2%

0.8%

88

134

148

10.4%

5.9%

1.6%

57
87
43

70
84
50

109
104
62

55.7%
23.8%
24%

4.3%
4.1%
2.5%

1.4%
1.5%
1.1%

48

51

60

17.6%

2.4%

0.6%

14

27

42

55.6%

1.7%

1.6%
12

Electricity, gas,
water and waste
services
Rental, hire and real
estate
Arts and recreation
Financial and
insurance services
Information, media,
telecommunications
Inadequately
described
TOTAL

23

31

40

29%

1.6%

1.1%

14

16

30

87.5%

1.2%

1.1%

19
20

36
17

30
23

-16.7%
35.3%

1.2%
0.9%

0.9%
0.4%

20

11

6

-45.5%

0.2%

0.2%

56

81

50

-38.3%

2%

1.2%

1865

2313

2518

8.9%

100%

1.2%

Figure 8: Employment of Kentish residents (but not necessarily in Kentish) by industry sector, 2011. Source: DEEWR, 2013

Figure 8 shows total employment of Kentish residents, irrespective of location of that job. It
shows increasing numbers of Kentish residents are employed in the major employment
industries of accommodation and food services, healthcare, construction, public
administration, education and training, and transport and logistics. It shows declines in the
major employment industries of manufacturing, retail and agriculture, forestry and fishing.
A comparison of Figures 7 and 8 reveal:
• There are increasing employment opportunities for Kentish residents in Kentish and
elsewhere in the major employment industries of accommodation and food
services; construction; healthcare; and education.
• There are declining employment opportunities for Kentish residents in Kentish and
elsewhere in the major employment industries of manufacturing; retail; and
agriculture, fishing and forestry.
• There are no major employment industries in which job opportunities are increasing
outside Kentish while declining inside Kentish, suggesting industry declines in
Kentish are not the result of micro-economic factors.

Resident income:

The Kentish region’s personal income is lower than the national and state averages. The
median wage earned by a Kentish household in June 2011 was $42,640 (ABS, 2012). Median
household income in Tasmania was $65,780 and in Australia $77,261 (ABS, 2013).
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Devonport, Kentish and Latrobe
Weekly income
Persons (no.)

Population (%)

Regional
Australia

Australia

Population (%)

Population (%)

Less than $400

14,925

42.8%

38.0%

35.8%

$400 - $999

12,109

34.7%

32.1%

30.2%

5,038

14.4%

17.0%

19.9%

774

2.2%

4.3%

6.2%

458

533

577

1,075

1,270

1,481

868

1,069

1,234

$1000 - $1999
Over $2000
Total

34,911

Median total personal income ($/weekly)
Median total family income ($/weekly)
Median total household income
($/weekly)

Figure 9: Weekly income comparison: Devonport and surrounds, regional Australia, Australia, for people aged 15 and over.
Totals exclude persons where personal income not stated. Source: ABS Census - 2011

Education and training

•
•

•

•
•

In 2011, 46.2% of the Kentish population aged 15 years and above had a post-school
qualification of some sort.
In 2011, 10.2% of Kentish residents had technical or further education (beyond
secondary education). This compares to 9.2% in Tasmania and 7.3% in Australia. A
further 14.8% of Kentish residents were presently at a tertiary or technical
institution. The higher certificate level education may reflect the relevant skills
training needed for work in the rural industries, manufacturing, retail and the
accommodation & food services sectors which dominate employment opportunities
in Kentish.
The 29% of Kentish residents aged 25-34 who have achieved year 12 education is
vastly lower than the state average (50%) or the national average (69%), or of any
neighbouring municipalities (Burnie 37%, Central Coast 34%, Circular Head 29%,
Devonport 40%, Latrobe 33%, Waratah-Wynyard 35%, West Coast 35%) (DEEWR
2011).
Kentish residents’ (aged 25-34) attainment of advanced certificate or diploma
qualifications met the state and national average (34%).
Attainment of bachelor degree or higher in Kentish (9%) was less than half of the
state average (20%) and a third of the national average (29%) (DEEWR, 2011).
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How we compare to others:

The report Insight: Australia’s Regional Competitive Index (2013) assessed 560 local
government areas in Australia to determine the factors that create economic resilience in
regional areas. It found diversity was a key ingredient in economic strength and resilience. It
found economic diversification is significantly and positively correlated with infrastructure,
technological readiness, innovation, human capital, and competitiveness.
The Index rated every LGA in Australia on 10 Indicators, each informed by a series of
Measures. Figure 10 shows Kentish municipality’s ranking on the national table for each
Measure (out of 560), and a ranking against the other seven LGAs in the North-West (out of
8). This Index excludes West Coast and King Island LGAs but includes Meander Valley as a
North-West municipality.
Comparison Kentish to 560 LGAs in Australia and 8 in statistical region:

Measure
Institutions
Public service
Infrastructure & essential
services
Aviation infrastructure
Port infrastructure
Access to tertiary education
Access to technical &
further education
Access to hospital services
Access to allied health
services
Access to GP services
Police services
Road infrastructure
Access to primary education
services
Access to secondary
education services
Rail infrastructure
Economic fundamentals:
Building approvals

(Indicator set)

Institutions
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Infrastructure &
essential services
Economic
fundamentals

Kentish rank in
region (out of
8)
4
4
7

Kentish rank in
nation

7

175

6

137

7

368

6

43

6

502

7

375

7

314

8

495

8

483

8

379

5

270

7

298

7
3

397
350

298
298
249
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Wage/labour costs
Business confidence
Human capital:
University qualification
Technical qualificiation
Lifelong learning
Early school leavers
Health
English proficiency
Early childhood
performance
School performance –
primary
School performance secondary
Labour market efficiency:
Internet connections
Broadband connections
Business in technology &
related industries
Workers in ICT & electronics
Technological readiness:
Unemployment rate
Young unemployment
Participation rate
Skilled labour
Welfare dependence
Business sophistication:
Economic diversification
Dominance of large
employers
Exporters, importers &
wholesalers
Income source – own
business
Access to local finance
Exports

Economic
fundamentals
Economic
fundamentals

8

437

n/a

n/a

Human capital
Human capital
Human capital
Human capital
Human capital
Human capital
Human capital

7
7
5
7
7
5
1
6

388
421
152
458
536
354
32
282

Human capital

7

375

Human capital

6

345

7
6

292
228

2

300

7

434

6

314

6
6

464
475

5

438

8

479

5

438

5

267

5
5

474
223

3

209

4

247

7

360

1

7

n/a

n/a

Labour market
efficiency
Labour market
efficiency
Labour market
efficiency
Labour market
efficiency
Technological
readiness
Technological
readiness
Technological
readiness
Technological
readiness
Technological
readiness
Business
sophistication
Business
sophistication
Business
sophistication
Business
sophistication
Business
sophistication
Business
sophistication
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Innovation:
Human resource in science
& technology
Research & development
managers
Presence of research
organisations
Expenditure on R&D
Market size:
Size of economy
Population
Natural resources:
Mineral resources
Timber resources
Commercial fishing &
aquaculture
Coastal access
National park
Net primary productivity

Innovation

5
4

315
260

Innovation

4

257

Innovation

2

70

Innovation

Natural resources
Natural resources
Natural resources

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
7
6
8
7

n/a
480
480
454
221
213
118
247

Natural resources
Natural resources
Natural resources

7
5
1

137
99
83

Market size:
Market size:

Figure 10: Kentish comparison to North-West municipalities and national municipal ranking. Regional Australia
Institute Insight Index, 2013

Compared to the 560 regional LGAs nationally, Kentish is:
a) In the highest-performing 40% of all regional Australian LGAs, in:
• Exploitation of natural resources
b) In the middle-ranked 20% in:
• Institutions
• Infrastructure & Essential Services
• Labour Market Efficiency
• Innovation
c) In the worst-performing 40% in:
• Economic fundamentals
• Human capital
• Technological readiness
• Business sophistication
• Market size

Compared to the eight councils of the North-West statistical division, Kentish is:
a)

above-average (ranked 1-3 among NW LGAs) in:
• Nil

b) average (ranked 4-5 among NW LGAs) in:
• Institutions
• Business sophistication
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•

Innovation

c) below average (ranked 6-8 among NW LGAs) in:
• Infrastructure & Essential Services
• Economic fundamentals
• Human capital
• Labour market efficiency
• Technological readiness
• Natural resources

Having identified which industries drive the Kentish economy, and the strengths and
weaknesses of the Kentish economy, this Strategy proposes a sector‐based approach
to maintaining, strengthening and growing the Kentish economy by identifying which
industries have the greatest potential for growth.
Part C proposes a series of general actions to boost the broad economy; a set of
specific actions for three key industries; and a set of specific actions for three priority
geographic areas in Kentish.
In light of the decline and reshaping in Kentish and in Tasmania, of the major
traditional industries of agriculture, forestry and manufacturing, new paradigms
must be embraced, new opportunities sought, and new ways of doing this found.
To do so, analysis is required of not only local economic characteristics, but also
trends and characteristics within the broader regional, state, national and global
economies.

Macro-economic review: National and international outlook:

In 2013, Australia’s CSIRO released a paper that explored six major global megatrends that
will influence economies around the world. It listed the six most significant megatrends as:
1. More from less: The earth has limited supplies of natural mineral, energy, water and
food resources essential for human survival and maintaining lifestyles.
2. Going, going ... gone?: Many of the world's natural habitats, plant species and
animal species are in decline or at risk of extinction.
3. The silk highway: Coming decades will see the world economy shift from west to
east and north to south.
4. Forever young: The ageing population is an asset. Australia and many other
countries that make up the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) have an ageing population.
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5. Virtually here: This megatrend explores what might happen in a world of increased
connectivity where individuals, communities, governments and businesses are
immersed into the virtual world to a much greater extent than ever before.
6. Great expectations: This is a consumer, societal, demographic and cultural
megatrend. It explores the rising demand for experiences over products and the
rising importance of social relationships.

Deloitte Access Economics in 2014 released its Positioning for Prosperity document, which
included projections of which Australian industries show the greatest growth potential over
the next 20 years. It matched future global demand with Australian competitive advantage
to meet that demand, and found agribusiness, gas, tourism, international education and
wealth management services had the greatest potential for growth (see Figure 11). It also
forecast Australia would still have a competitive advantage in mining and oil extraction,
though noted global growth prospects were less strong in those two sectors. It predicted
strong future opportunity in health and waste management, though ranked Australia as less
competitive in those industries. The Deloitte study rated the outlook for manufacturing,
media and information technology as particularly poor.
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Figure 11: Australia’s Future Waves of Growth, 2013-33. Deloitte Access Economics, 2014.

Macro-economic review: State outlook:

Manufacturing: Manufacturing has been particularly hard hit in the 2010-13 downturn in
Tasmania, with thousands of job losses in the North-West and across Tasmania. The primary
cause of this decline – the high Australian dollar value and increased competition from
developing nations – appear to be largely permanent factors in the modern economic
landscape and a return of large-scale manufacturing to Tasmania appears unlikely. Further,
the Tasmanian manufacturing sector faces the additional impediment of the high cost of
transporting goods across Bass Strait to international ports, made worse by the present lack
of international shipping service. Specific, niche and boutique manufacturing opportunities
may nonetheless emerge, even if large-scale opportunities remain unlikely.
Tourism: Tourism-related statistics for Tasmania, such as visitor numbers, progressively
declined from 2008-2012, before 2013 when total state visitation rose 2% year-on-year,
(Tourism Tasmania, 2013), including a record number of international arrivals. However, that
increase was entirely confined to Hobart and the South, while the North and North-West
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regions showed another decline (Tourism Tasmania, 2014). Despite this, Department of
Economic Development identifies tourism as one of its priority sectors of the Tasmanian
economy (Tasmanian Economic Development Strategy, 2012).
Retail: Retail figures declined in Tasmania from 2007-2012 though improved in 2013 and
early 2014 (ABS, 2014). Despite significant macro-economic threats, such as internet
shopping, the increasing consolidation of market power into an ever-smaller number of
major operators, the continued expansion of chain stores into more regional centres, the
short-term outlook for the retail industry appears to be one of moderate growth.
Agriculture: The outlook for the state’s agricultural sector is varied. There is significant
potential employment and output growth in the dairy industry – both in milk provision and
in provision of grain and feed production – due to the development of a powdered milk
processing factory at Circular Head (Department of Economic Development, 2013). There is
short-term expansion potential for poppies, before a predicted increase in competition from
new poppy growing regions occurs in 2015 (Tas Alkaloids, 2013). Broadacre cropping faces a
varied outlook, with little likelihood of significant expansion in traditional crops such as
potatoes, onions, peas or broccoli (AusVeg, 2013). However, Deloitte Access Economics
(2014) predicts food processing will be a growth sector over the next 20 years (see Figure
11). Additionally, new markets, and processing and value-adding opportunities, exist for
some commodities, particularly onions (TIAR 2013; TFGA 2013). There are numerous niche
opportunities including health foods and long-life fresh vegetables, value-adding
opportunities such as vacuum-packed fried vegetable chips and convenience forms, and new
product opportunities such as vegetable juices (TIAR, 2013; Centre for Food Innovation,
2013). There are significant growth prospects in berries and derivative products such as
juices and flavouring, in viticulture, in new crops such as Asian vegetables and herbs, and in
new Asian markets (TFGA, 2013). For a more detailed analysis, see page 30 and the
Agriculture Development Strategy (separate document).

Macro-economic review: Regional outlook – North-West:

Manufacturing: Is the largest employing sector in the North-West Coast (5596 people)
followed by retail trade (5262 people) (Figure 1). Other important employment sectors in
the region are agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (3258 people), social assistance (4954
people), education and training (3654 people) and construction (3509 people). Thousands of
manufacturing jobs were lost in the North-West in 2012-13 and macro-economic factors
suggest the short-term outlook is not favourable.
Tourism: A combination of macro-economic factors, including exchange rates, the cost of
transport across Bass Strait, and a low profile in state marketing led to continual small
decreases in visitor numbers to the North-West from 2008 to 2013. Nevertheless, the NorthWest Economic Development Plan views the industry as a key component in the region’s
economic future. A North-West Destination Management Plan, completed for Cradle Coast
Authority in 2014, will guide the regional approach to expanding this industry.
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Agriculture: Industry restructuring, price pressure from processors, globalisation, the high
Australian dollar, consolidation in the supermarket sector, and cheap imports have created a
time of immense change in agriculture. But the prospects for North-West agriculture look
better than at some times in the past, with growth hopes in dairy, berries, viticulture, some
broadacre crops, new and niche crops and organics.
General: Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) five-year
projections for employment in 2012-2017 forecast a continuation of decline in employment
in traditional industries of the Mersey-Lyell region, which is the statistical division for the
North-West and West coasts of Tasmania (including Kentish).
The projections predict a continued decline in employment in the sectors of agriculture,
forestry & fishing; mining; manufacturing; and public administration, but forecasts
employment increases in construction; accommodation and food services; healthcare; and
education and training (see Figure 12).

Projected employment change in Mersey-Lyell region, 2012-17
Industry

Projected employment
growth 2012-2017
(job numbers)

Industry

Projected employment
growth 2012-2017
(job numbers)

Agriculture, forestry and
fishing
Mining

-600

600

Manufacturing

-200

Electricity, gas, water,
waste
Construction
Wholesale trade

0

Retail trade

0

Accommodation and food
services
Transport, postal,
warehousing
Information, media,
telecommunications
Financial and insurance
services
Rental, hiring, real estate
Professional, scientific,
technical
Administrative & support
services
Arts & recreation
Other

-200

600
0

Public administration
-200
Education & training
300
Health care & social
500
services
TOTAL: ALL INDUSTRIES (job numbers)
5-YEAR PROJECTED CHANGE

Figure 12: Projected employment change in Mersey-Lyell region, 2012-17, DEEWR, 2013.

100
0
-100
-100
0
-100
100
200

1200
2.4%

In light of the projected significant job losses in key employment industries, DEEWR
forecasts the Mersey-Lyell region will have the fourth lowest employment growth of any
Australian region from 2012-17, with just 2.6% jobs growth over those five years (Figure 13).
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Bottom 15 Australian regions for projected employment growth 2012-17:

0.7
0

1.2
1.1

2.6

3.9

4.5
4.5

5.4
5.1

6.6
6.5
6.4
6.2

2 Employed Persons
4
('000s) 6

Lower Western WA
Canterbury-Bankstown
Loddon-Mallee
South Eastern NSW
Central Highlands-Wimmera
Western Adelaide
Outer Eastern Melbourne
Southern and Eastern SA
All Gippsland
Northern and Western SA
Eastern Adelaide
Mersey-Lyell
Southern Tasmania
West Moreton
Northern Tasmania

7.1
7.0

8

Figure 13: Projected Employment Growth, 5 Years to November 2017 (Bottom 15 regions – all industries). DEEWR, 2012).

Micro-economic review: Kentish municipality:

While Kentish has suffered declines in recent years in the number of residents employed in
the manufacturing; and agriculture, forestry and fisheries industries, this decline appears
consistent with that experienced in other parts of Tasmania. This shows the decline is
caused by macro-economic factors beyond the influence of local agents. Therefore, local
agents such as Kentish Council, individual businesses, and commerce groups must identify
actions that can influence future prospects. The Australian Regional Competitiveness Index
and regional economic theory identify economic diversification and growth built on
competitive advantage as two key tools regional economies can use to improve their
economic outlook.
Therefore, a micro-economic analysis is required to identify which industries have the
greatest potential for expansion in Kentish, based on their capacity for diversification and
their potential competitive advantage. Then, a strategy based on diversification and building
competitive advantage must be developed to maximise those opportunities.
To understand the opportunities within the Kentish municipality, an Asset Map (Appendix A)
and a SWOT Analysis (Appendix B) were conducted to assess the assets, strengths and
advantages Kentish has to work with, and the weaknesses and threats it faces.
The Asset Map and SWOT Analysis identified that Kentish’s existing industries can be divided
into two categories (Figure 14).
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Tier 1 industries:

Tier 2 industries:

Agriculture
Tourism
Retail

Manufacturing
Construction
Health
Transport & Warehousing
Education
Mining

Figure 14: Tier 1 and Tier 2 industries in Kentish, 2013.

Tier 1 industries are significant economic contributors to Kentish, employ more than 100
Kentish residents, and feature infrastructure, human capital, and diversity of product that
can be leveraged for future economic expansion based on competitive advantage.
Tier 2 industries are also significant employers in Kentish (more than 40 Kentish residents).
However, the Tier 2 industries offer more limited opportunities because they are either
heavily influenced by macro-economic factors, are difficult to directly stimulate, or are
funded by government. While they remain important industries to the Kentish economy, less
can be done at a local level to stimulate their growth.
The limitations of Tier 2 industries:
• Manufacturing: The presence of just one significant manufacturer means the
statistical growth of this sector is presently dictated by the growth, or otherwise, of
that one company. The outlook for manufacturing is presently bleak, though
individual opportunities may arise.
• Construction: The level of building activity is largely influenced by the buoyancy of
the general economy in which it occurs, and the level of government stimulus.
Therefore, growth in construction can best be achieved by improving the general
economy.
• Health: Recent history and the economic outlook suggest employment in the health
sector in Kentish will grow. Further, the ageing population is one of the most
significant megatrends to influence regional economies, and in the case of Kentish, is
likely to provide opportunities. Deloitte identified community and personal care,
retirement living, recreation, reskilling an aging workforce, residential age care and
preventative health and wellness as among the best future economic prospects in
Australian economies. One limitation is that much of the health and aged care sector
is publicly funded, which may restrict growth opportunities, and there are limits to
local capacity to attract economic activity in this sector.
• Transport & Warehousing: This is also a “secondary industry’’ that is reliant on
general economic conditions. The best way to grow the transport and warehousing
sector is to increase demand for its services – i.e. increasing the production of goods
and services that require transport and storage.
• Education: Employment in the education sector in Kentish has the potential to grow,
though this rate of growth will be dictated by population growth and government
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•

funding. Further, government policy around school rationalization could affect
education employment growth opportunities in Kentish.
Mining: There is considerable potential for gold, silver and tin mining in Kentish.
Other valuable minerals are also present. Increased extraction and processing of
minerals would have a potentially profound impact on the Kentish economy and
employment, but these activities are beholden to macro-economic factors such as
commodity prices and exchange rates, and thus are little influenced by microeconomic factors. Therefore, while the great potential is recognised, there is little
that local agents can do to foster increased mining activity.

Influencing the pre-conditions for economic activity:
While most industries are influenced by macro-economic factors, there are nonetheless
seven spheres of action that can be undertaken on a local level to create better preconditions for economic activity.
1. the economic milieu: The integratedness and participants in the local economy
2. Human capital: Education, skills and knowledge
3. Economically, environmentally, socially sustainable communities and population
growth
4. Access to regional, national and international markets
5. Infrastructure and technology
6. Business competitiveness
7. Cross-sectoral and intergovernmental networks and partnerships
Kentish has a mixed report card on these key determinants (SWOT Analysis, 2013):
•
•

•
•
•
•

The local economy does not feature a great diversity of business sizes and, in many
cases, is not well integrated.
It has skills and knowledge in agriculture, manufacturing, health, education, forestry,
and tourism, though low human capital in emerging industries such as IT and energy.
Its formal education rates are particularly low by Australian standards.
Its population growth has been historically lower than in Australia and Tasmania;
Kentish firms’ access to national and international markets is vulnerable to the high
cost of shipping goods across Bass Strait by sea or air;
Kentish’s advantage in some traditional sectors is more comparative than
competitive.
Kentish has significantly improved the cohesiveness of its inter-governmental
partnerships but many cross-sectoral and intra-sectoral relationships remain poor as
Kentish actors often still operate in isolation from neighbours and potential
partners.
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Tourism:
Overview:
The emergence in the early 1980s of Cradle Mountain as a tourism destination, followed by
the development of murals in Sheffield in the 1990s, has resulted in tourism becoming one
of the key industries in the Kentish municipality. The tourism sector is now the largest
employer of any industrial sector in the municipality (more than 250 people, ABS, 2013) and
the largest industry by number of businesses (ABS, 2012). The electorate of Lyons, in which
Kentish is located, is the eighth most tourism-dependent economy in Australia, as 2892
people, or 7.1% of the employed population, works in the tourism sector (Tourism Tasmania,
2013).
The Kentish municipality has, for many years, benefited from the drawing power of Cradle
Mountain. It is the most popular natural attraction in the state (excluding Mount Wellington)
with visitor numbers at 190,000 in 2011-12 (Parks & WILDLIFE Service, 2013). Most of these
visitors travel through the Kentish municipality, on their way to, or from, Cradle Mountain.
Each of the population centres within the municipality has its own distinct cultural and
physical identity, and processes are now being established within these communities to
develop and promote these points of difference. The areas between the towns feature
beautiful wilderness and agricultural scenery, which are attractive to visitors.

Methodology for development of Tourism Strategy:
The development of the Tourism Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats,
micro and macro influences and regional strategies
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities that influence achievement of those goals
5. Implementation
SWOT Analysis:

Assets and strengths:

History
Sheffield museum, murals, historic Sheffield
streetscape, Dooleys Track, mining, Wilmot
museum, Railton – turning bullocks in main street;
Redwater creek railway; connections to highlands
life (trappers, mountain cattlemen);
geomorphology & Gondwanaland forests;

Art
Murals, topiary, Wilmot letterboxes, Working Arts
Space, On Trak Gallery, Railton art & craft shop,
shells, marble shop, Galendor, Looking Glass fibre
optics art
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indigenous heritage (Gog & Roland); European
heritage (trappers, mountain cattlemen, timber,
agriculture, pioneer explorers passed through here
such as Hellyer); Weindorfer; Hydro electric
scheme; Railton-Roland train line; Sheffield
streetscape; folklore, stories & characters
Food & wine
Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail, farmgate sales, some
agri-tourism businesses, fudge shop, honey
production
Family-based tourism:
Tasmazia, Redwater Creek Steam & Heritage
Railway, family-focused major annual events;
boutique shops , novelty letterbox trail, short
walks
Roads:
Exceptional for tourism motorcycle & cars clubs;
cycling, good for competitions; loop road design
ideal for day trips

Adventure tourism
Almost unique combination of natural terrain
required for diverse adventure experience
(mountains, white water, black water, waterfalls,
canyons, cliffs, hills, plains). Some existing
adventure tourism operators
Camping
RV facilities, camping in tents, many camping
spaces in remote and serene locations, forest
reserves
Nature/Wilderness
Cradle Mountain, Mt Roland, Valley of Views,
wilderness ribbon from Gog to Forth; diversity of
scenery/views; wildlife; rivers; mountains;
waterfalls; lakes; geomorphology & gondwana
forests; caves; Devils gate cliffs & Alum Cliffs; great
lookouts, bird watching; plus nearby Walls of
Jerusalem. Short walks potential at Kimberleys
Lookout and Bell Mountain

Short walks
Bell Mountain, Kimberleys Lookout, Henry
Somerset Reserve, Sykes sanctuary, waterfalls,
mountains, forests, Mt Roland, Cradle Mountain,
Tasmania Trail. Disused tracks at Billet Creek, Forth
Falls and Dooleys Track

Ambience:
Serene, open space, relaxing, starry night skies,
clean air, fresh produce, picturesque environment;
friendly residents

Major events:
Mural Fest, Steamfest, Taste of the North-West,
Kentish Arts Festival, Targa Tasmania, Triple Top
Mountain Run, Tour of Tasmania (cycling), rodeo
Other events:
Monthly and quarterly produce markets; Daffodil
Show; woodchopping event; equestrian events;
Kids’ Great Day Out; rowing events; waterski
events; cycling events,

Built/infrastructure/man-made
Rail trail Sheffield to Railton, odd nomenclature,
Mersey-Forth hydro electric scheme

Accommodation:
Many B&Bs; farm stay; motels, hotels and holiday
units; many isolated picturesque spots ideal for
camping. Lacking high-end accommodation
outside of Cradle Valley

Locational
30 mins from Bass Hwy, multiple entry points from
highway to municipality, 35 mins from ferry
terminal and Devonport Airport. Proximity to
Cradle Mtn (third biggest attraction in state)

Access:
Many entry points to district from Bass Hwy; close
to state entry points of Spirit of Tasmania and
Devonport airport; on main access route to Cradle
Mountain; on shortest route to West Coast
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Weaknesses:

Seasonality of tourism season (at capacity Jan-Apr,
very little activity in remainder of year)
Kentish is a wilderness destination but there are
few ways to “experience’’ the wilderness. Needs
more walks or features through which visitors can
engage with wilderness.
Poor interstate & international profile – visitors
don’t know what is here until they get here, then
it’s too late
Cost of getting across Bass Strait
Lack of evening restaurant
Business opening hours
Local service standards inconsistent
Inconsistent online presence & standard
Inconsistent adherence to compliance and
accreditation
Major events organised by volunteer groups – risk
of burn-out

Threats:

Value of Australian dollar
Economic downturn
Aussies increasingly holidaying overseas
Access to island – beholden to airlines and ferry
Mural depreciation
Population decline

Few regular events/attractions in Kentish (most are
annual)
Poor relationship between Tourism Tasmania and
individual local operators
Business costs: Water, electricity, penalty rates
Lack of public transport – from Spirit, airport and
Devonport to Kentish; Kentish to Cradle Mtn
Wilmot & Railton lacking many visitor services
Lack of some services in Sheffield (eg: laundromat)
Little networking/collaboration between existing
operators
Community resistance to development on Mt
Roland
Lack of diversity in accommodation type (little at
high-end outside Cradle Valley)
Only 1 BBQ in Sheffield and it’s not covered (new
covered BBQ planned for Health Precinct)

Decline in wilderness values
Extinction of wildlife
Cost of fares across Bass Strait
Global Financial Crisis – northern hemisphere
residents not travelling as much
Community division over development
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Issues:
Despite the tourism industry having existed in Kentish for 30 years, it faces challenges. Most
of these challenges are macro, in which trends occurring in the rest of the world impact on
the Kentish industry. At the time of writing, the Kentish tourism industry faced the following
macro megatrends:

Issues and constraints:
Macro:
Increased competition from emerging destinations in developing nations such as Asia, South
America, eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa. Traditional rival destinations such as New
Zealand, Queensland, Northern Territory and regional New South Wales and spending
considerably more than Tasmania on marketing and product development.
Ageing population
In 2002, there were more than five people of working age to support every person aged over 65.
By 2042, there will only be 2.5 people of working age supporting each person aged over 65
(Commonwealth Treasury, 2012). This trend will also have a profound impact on the tourism
market within Australia, influencing:
o the purpose, patterns and level of demand for tourism services by older socioeconomic groups of society
o the purpose and patterns of younger socio-economic cohorts still participating in
the labour market
o increased competition (and hence price paid) for labour, as there will be fewer
people to step into the roles of retirees.
High Australian dollar – An Australian holiday is now relatively more expensive compared to other
destinations and Australians are taking advantage of increased purchasing power by holidaying
overseas instead of within Australia
Global Financial Crisis – northern hemisphere residents not travelling as much
European travelers are increasingly pooling to reduce costs
Labour shortages are placing constraints on the domestic tourism industry
The Asian Century: The rapid economic growth of China and the Asian region pose a unique
opportunity for Australia, with the effects of this already being seen in the tourism industry, for
example:
o the changing profile of visitor arrivals to Australia, with growth in numbers and
expenditure now being driven by emerging Asian market
o the changing travel purposes and preferences that accompany a change in the
socio-economic profile of international arrivals to Australia
o Chinese visitor expenditure in Australia was $3.8 billion in 2011-12. It is
projected to be $7.4 billion in 2021-22.
Increased competition in the aviation sector on selected routes has resulted in an expanded, and
cheaper, opportunity for Australians to travel abroad
The changing nature of travel among Australians – Tourism Tasmania figures show Australian
visitors are taking shorter trips to Tasmania and spending less time in regional areas
Liberalisation of the international aviation industry is resulting in lower fares on international
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routes, making Tasmania less competitive as a destination (Tourism Tasmania Strategic Scan,
2012)
The international visitors sector is forecast to remain the strongest performing segment, with
strong growth in visitation from Asia (notably China) while prospects for European and US travel
are forecast to remain subdued for some time
Much lower growth is forecast for the larger domestic visitor sector with consumption increasing
by 0.3% on average annually over the 2010 to 2020 period. Its largest purpose segment, holiday, is
forecast to remain largely unchanged from 2010 levels.

State and Micro level issues:
Lack of public transport
Cost of water
Cost of electricity
Spirit of Tasmania fare structure
Lack of discount airfares into Devonport Airport
Weekend penalty rates
Tourism Tasmania’s past “icon-based promotion’’ left Kentish off the tourist map and it thus
presently has a low profile as a destination

Opportunities:
Visitors are increasingly seeking authentic “experiences’’ rather than formalised attractions. This fits well
with the Tasmanian and Kentish offering.
Rise in culinary tourism
Increased interest in Tasmanian fresh produce, food and wine
MONA has given Tasmania the profile as an “art tourism’’ destination that it probably always deserved.
This will result in an increase in visitors to Tasmania seeking art-based experiences. There is potential to
connect the various art-based offerings in Kentish with those in neighbouring municipalities to create an
art trail
Supporting development of adventure tourism offerings to take advantage of Kentish’s physical
advantages
Engaging with the RV “grey nomad’’ market
Building a higher profile in Tourism Tasmania marketing
Establishing new ways of engaging with Kentish wilderness. These engagement forms should reflect
modern tourism trends such as authenticity, stories, personal experiences
There is potential to connect the various historic attractions and sites in Kentish to create a single
themed historic experience
Utilising the road network, which is attractive to driving enthusiasts, to attract motor clubs, car races
and bicycle events
Specific marketing to special-interest groups (e.g. art & craft; history groups; car clubs) to make Kentish
the hub for their next major event
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Goals:
The following goals were established through the Community Consultation
process and discussions with industry stakeholders.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop the 5 pillars
Product development
Market development
Industry development
Visitor experience
Marketing

Implementation:
See Tourism Development Strategy (separate document)
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Agriculture:
Overview:
Kentish was settled in the late 1800s as an agricultural region and this has
remained its largest industry (measured by employment, or output) until 2012,
when tourism-related industry, and manufacturing, passed agriculture-related
industry to become the industries with the largest employment and largest
number of businesses in the Kentish municipality.
The agricultural landscape is fast changing: There are less buyers and lower profit
margin in traditional broadacre crops than in the past; the smaller farm lots
prevalent in Kentish suffer a competitive disadvantage (in terms of economies of
scale) in broadacre agriculture, compared to other mainland and Tasmanian
agriculture enterprises; traditional markets for Kentish produce are being lost to
cheap imports; export is difficult due to a high Australian dollar; cost of land is
increasing; freight across Bass Strait is increasingly expensive, water and power
prices have more than doubled in 10 years, the climate is changing and
agriculture is becoming less attractive to workers and business owners.
Additionally, new crops and produce are being grown in Kentish and surrounding
municipalities, including wine, quinoa, berries and wasabi. While agriculture will
likely remain a key industry in Kentish, the traditional beef, dairy and broadacre
crops will likely increasingly share space with niche, boutique and new crops.

Methodology for development of Agriculture Strategy:
The development of the Agriculture Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and micro and macro influences
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities
5. Implementation

Research:
Employment:
The West and North-West region accounts for 21% of total employment in
Tasmania and 31% of all people employed in the Tasmanian agriculture, forestry
and fishing sector (ABARES, 2013), illustrating the above-average importance of
agriculture to the North-West region.
The agriculture, forestry and fishing sector employed 3258 people in Tasmania’s
North-West (ABARE 2013), representing 7% of the region’s workforce. Of this,
79% were employed in agriculture, 7% in forestry and logging, 5% in support
services for the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector; and fishing, hunting and
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trapping and aquaculture industries each employed 4% of total agriculture,
forestry and fishing employment. In addition, an estimated 2179 people were
employed in food product manufacturing and 489 people were employed in wood,
pulp and paper product manufacturing in the region (included in manufacturing
sector employment).
Value of agricultural production
In 2010–11 the gross value of agricultural production (GVAP) in the West and
North West region was $459 million, which was 40% of the total gross value of
agricultural production in Tasmania ($1.2 billion) for 2010–11. This is the most
recent year for which data are available from the ABS on GVAP for this region.
The West and North-West region has a diverse and important agricultural sector.
In 2010–11, the West and North West region accounted for around 61% of the
total value of Tasmanian milk production, 56% of the total value of vegetables for
human consumption and 56% of the total value of vegetables for seed.
The most important commodity in the region, based on the value of agricultural
output, was milk. In 2010–11, milk contributed 41% ($189 million) to the total
gross value of agricultural production in the West and North-West region.
Vegetables accounted for 22% ($102 million) with the major crops being potatoes
($44 million), onions ($20 million) and carrots ($15 million). Cattle and calves
accounted for 20% ($90 million); nurseries, flowers and turf 4% ($20 million)
and other crops 3% ($13 million).

Number and type of farms:
ABS data indicate that in 2010–11 there were 1498 farms in the West and North
West region with an average estimated value of agricultural operations of more
than $5000. The region contains 37% of all farm businesses in Tasmania.
Beef, dairy and vegetable crops were the most common farm types in the NorthWest and in Tasmania generally. Beef, dairy and vegetable comprised 70% of
North-West farms, but only 48% of Tasmanian farms.
Sheep and fruit & nuts farms comprise a significantly lower percentage of NorthWest farms (4% combined) compared to their percentage of Tasmanian farms
(19%).

Number of farms, by industry classification, 2010–11
Farm type
Beef cattle
Dairy
Vegetable
Other crop
growing
Other livestock

No in NW
535
300
206
81

% of NW farms
36
20
14
5

No in Tas
1157
473
324
178

% of Tas farms
28
12
8
4

52

3

174

4
33

Mixed livestock
Sheep
Nurseries, cut
flowers & turf
Fruit & nuts
Other
Total agriculture

31
28
27

2
2
2

251
502
59

6
12
1

26
211
1498

2
14
100

295
661
4074

7
6
100

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics from ABARES data, 2013

Farms are classified according to the activities that generate most of their value of production.

Size of farm businesses:
•
•

A large proportion of North-West farms are small in terms of their business
size.
Estimated value of agricultural operations (EVAO) is a measure of the
value of production from farms and a measure of their business size, and
is somewhat similar to turnover.
Around 41% of farms in the West and North-West region had an EVAO of
less than $50,000. These farms:
o accounted for only 3% of the total value of agricultural operations
in 2010–11.
o In comparison, 24% of farms in the region had an EVAO of more
than $350,000 and accounted for an estimated 79% of the total
value of agricultural operations in the region in 2010–11.

Value of agricultural production: Tasmania


In 2009-10 the gross value of total Tasmanian agricultural production was
$1078.9 million, a decrease of 7.1% (or $82.1 million) from 2008-09. At
the same time, the local value of Tasmanian agricultural production
decreased by 7.4%.



In 2009-10 livestock products contributed 28.3% of the total gross value
of Tasmanian agricultural production, followed by vegetables with 21.6%
and livestock disposals with 19.5%

Value of agricultural commodities produced, North-West and West Coasts of Tasmania
Commodity

NorthWest
Gross
value ($m)

North-West

Tasmania

Tasmania

Local
value ($m)

Gross
value ($m)

Local value
($m)

% NW of
Tas
value
(gross
value)

Agriculture - Total value
($) (a)

469.4

445.8

1171.1

1103.2
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Crops - Total value ($) (b)

176.1

161.2

489.0

452.6

36

Broadacre crops - Hay Lucerne for hay - Value ($)

1.4

1.4

8.2

8.2

17

34

Broadacre crops - Hay Cereal crops cut for hay Value ($)

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.6

17

Broadacre crops - Hay Other crops cut for hay Value ($)

-

-

0.2

0.2

0

Broadacre crops - Hay Pasture cut for hay - Value
($)

12.5

12.5

28.9

28.9

43

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Wheat for grain Value ($)

1.8

1.7

8.0

7.5

22

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Oats for grain Value ($)

0.0

0.0

1.5

1.4

0

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Barley for grain Value ($)

0.6

0.5

5.2

4.9

11

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Triticale for grain Value ($)

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.2

0

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Cereal crops for
grain n.e.c. - Value ($)

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0

Broadacre crops - Cereal
crops - Cereals for grain Value ($)

2.4

2.2

15.1

14.2

16

Broadacre crops - Oilseeds
- Canola - Value ($)

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.6

2.3

2.3

26

0.3

0.3

0

1.3
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Broadacre crops - Oilseeds
- Other oilseeds - Value ($)

0.6

0.4

0

Broadacre crops - Legumes
for grain - Other pulses Value ($)

0.0

0.0

Horticulture – Nurseries, cut
flowers and cultivated turf:
Nurseries - Undercover Value ($)

0.6

0.6

Horticulture - Nurseries and
cut flowers and cultivated
turf - Nurseries - Outdoor Value ($)

7.1

6.4

np

np

-

Horticulture - Nurseries and
cut flowers and cultivated
turf - Nurseries - Value ($)

7.7

6.9

np

np

-

Horticulture - Nurseries and
cut flowers and cultivated
turf - Cut flowers Undercover - Value ($)

2.0

1.8

3.1

2.8

65

Horticulture - Nurseries and
cut flowers and cultivated
turf - Cut flowers - Outdoor Value ($)

1.8

1.6

3.8

3.4

47

Horticulture - Nurseries and
cut flowers and cultivated
turf - Cut flowers - Value ($)

3.8

3.4

6.9

6.2

55

Horticulture - Nurseries
and cut flowers and
cultivated turf - Value ($)

11.5

10.3

28.4

25.7

40

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Potatoes - Value ($)

59.2

57.7

128.0

124.9

46

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Broccoli - Value ($)

2.6

2.6

3.3

3.3

79

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption -

10.8

5.7

14.3

7.7

76

1.4

35

Carrots - Value ($)
Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Mushrooms - Value ($)

np

np

np

np

-

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Tomatoes - Value ($)

0.2

0.2

1.0

0.8

20

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Onions - Value ($)

15.6

12.0

33.9

26.1

46

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Capsicums (excluding
chillies) - Value ($)

1.7

1.5

1.7

1.5

100

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption Lettuce - Value ($)

1.1

0.9

1.1

0.9

100

Horticulture - Vegetables for
human consumption - Other
vegetables - Value ($)

np

np

np

np

-

Horticulture - Vegetables
for human consumption Total - Value ($)

105.9

93.6

213.4

191.9

50

Horticulture - Fruit - All fruit
excluding grapes - Value ($)
(c)

6.4

5.4

82.2

71.5

8

Horticulture - Fruit - Total
value ($) (d)

6.5

5.4

100.8

90.1

6

Horticulture - Fruit - Pome
fruit - Apples - Value ($)

4.8

3.9

29.1

23.7

16

Horticulture - Fruit - Pome
fruit - Pears (including
nashi) - Value ($)

0.5

0.4

1.9

1.6

26

Horticulture - Fruit - Stone
fruit - Cherries - Value ($)

0.7

0.6

18.4

16.8

4

Horticulture - Fruit - Other
orchard fruit - Avocados Value ($)

-

-

0.4

0.3

-

Horticulture - Fruit - Stone
fruit - Nectarines - Value ($)

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.3

0

Horticulture - Fruit - Stone
fruit - Peaches - Value ($)

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.6

0

Horticulture - Fruit - Berry
fruit - Strawberries - Value
($)

0.0

0.0

2.9

2.5

0

Horticulture - Fruit - Grapes
- Value ($)

0.1

0.1

18.6

18.6

5

Horticulture - Fruit - All other
orchard fruit & nuts - Value
($)

0.0

0.0

5.9

5.3

0

Horticulture - Fruit - All other
fruit (excl orchard fruit and
nuts, grapes) - Value ($)

0.4

0.4

23.0

20.7

7.3

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Sheep and
lambs - Value ($) (e)

np

np

53.8

44.3

-

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Cattle and
calves - Value ($)

85.7

77.8

178.3

161.7

48

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Pigs - Value ($)

np

np

np

np

-

36

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Goats - Value
($)

-

-

-

-

-

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Poultry - Value
($)

np

np

np

np

-

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - n.e.c. - Value ($)
(f)

-

-

-

-

-

Livestock - Livestock
slaughtered and other
disposals - Total value ($)

95.2

86.7

260.1

232.9

37

Livestock - Livestock
products - Eggs produced
for human consumption Value ($)

1.4

1.2

11.6

10.5

12

Livestock - Livestock
products - Wool - Value ($)
(g)

3.4

3.3

95.9

92.6

3

Livestock - Livestock
products - Whole milk Value ($)

193.4

193.4

314.6

314.6

61

Livestock - Livestock
products - Total value ($)

198.1

197.9

422.0

417.7

Broadacre crops - Other
crops - All other crops Value ($)

35.2

35

90.3

89.9

Source: Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced, Australia (ABS, 2012, cat. no. 7503.0)

Tasmanian Growth in Food & Beverage Production from 2004-05 to 2010-11 (expressed as
change in value, 2005-2011)
Commodity
Beef
Sheep
Other livestock
Dairy
Apples
Other horticulture
Potatoes
Onions
Peas
Carrots
Other vegetables
Wine
Confectionary
Beer
Bakery
TOTAL FOOD:

Stakeholder input:

Change in value (farm or beach)
2005-11 ($m)
-7.6
4
5.7
126.7
-13.7
34.6
13.1
13.2
-4.8
-2.4
-3.7
3.1

466.7

Change in value (packed and
processed), 2005-11 ($m)
33.2
-18
1.5
153.8
-7.5
42.4
39.5
17.7
-22.3
6.4
7.9
19
-14.4
155.1
5.1
744
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Input was garnered from Kentish stakeholders and external stakeholders, through
formal responses to the Community Survey and individual interviews and
discussions. Strategies of agriculture organisations were analysed to determine
industry trends and opportunities

Goals:
The following is a summary of goals, as expressed by Kentish residents during the
Community Consultation process.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diversify income opportunities for Kentish agriculture and food producers
Improve availability of Kentish produce in Tasmanian supermarkets and
grocers
Develop new markets for existing Kentish products
Develop new food and beverage-based products in Kentish
Develop downstream processing and value-adding opportunities
Increase employment in Kentish agriculture and food sector
Increase output from Kentish agriculture and food sectors
Showcase Kentish produce locally
Improve connections between food producers and food sellers and users
Improve networking among Kentish food & beverage producers; between
Kentish stakeholders and external stakeholders; and between Kentish
producers and potential customers
Assist expansion of viticulture and beverage micro-businesses
Connect Kentish agriculture businesses to new dairy opportunities
Inform and connect Kentish agriculture businesses to new vegetable and
crop opportunities
Focus on opportunities that build on Kentish strengths

Research:

Assets and Strengths:
Physical:
Soil
Climate
Skills:
Local tacit knowledge
Long experience in growing traditional broadacre crops: carrots, potatoes, onions, peas,
poppies, broccoli, brussels sprouts, dairy, beef cows, sheep
Sheffield School Farm
Infrastructure:
Food processing infrastructure
Cold storage infrastructure
Existing Kentish food home delivery service
On-farm machinery and infrastructure
Locational:
Relatively close to entry/exit points to state
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Air & seas links to Melbourne & Sydney
Community/cultural:
Local consumers keen to buy local produce
Reputation of local food (tasty, fresh, clean)

Weaknesses:
Cost of Bass Strait freight
Overt bargaining power of processors in price-setting
Influence of two major supermarket chains
Increasing concentration of customers (e.g.: 2 main produce (vegetables) buyers; 2 main
livestock buyers; two main poppy buyers)
Decline in demand from processors for some traditional crops (e.g. peas, beef, apples,
carrots)
Declining margins on broadacre crops
Dominance of 2 main buyers (processors) of traditional broadacre crops
Inefficient processing systems: If processor doesn’t want it, it gets ploughed in
Increasing government regulation
Micro-crops won’t individually pay the bills, particularly in first year or two or production
Farm land cost – hard for would-be farmers to get a start
Ageing farmers/difficulty in attracting youth to agriculture industry
Many local farms are holding pens/overflow from farms in other regions and therefore not
fully productive
Size (economies of scale) of individual farm lots in Kentish
Inefficient food systems: If traditional processors don’t want the entire crop, it gets
ploughed in
Cost of land – hard to get a start
Micro crops (individually) won’t pay the mortgage. Farmers traditionally seek a big contract
to underpin the year’s expenses. There is hesitation to embrace new crops that don’t
individually create significant income in first few years
Difficulty in attracting skilled workers
Several Kentish farms have been sold to buyers outside region who use land as overflow (for
stock) for farms situated elsewhere. Not as productive – just a holding pen
Loss of Roberts branch in Kentish
Kentish farms lack economies of scale to compete on price in broadacre cropping

Threats:
Loss of local food and livestock processors
Cheap overseas imports
High Australian dollar
Loss of Bass Strait subsidies
Knowledge is being lost as older farmers retire, pass away or leave district
Transport costs
Difficulty in finding skilled labour
Disease/quarantine issues
Rising land costs
Changing government regulation
Increased competition in broadacre crops from emerging economies and other agricultural
regions of Australia limit expansion prospects in Kentish
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Opportunities:
Industry:
Develop Kentish Agriculture Innovation Group to connect local farmers to opportunities,
markets, knowledge and skills inside and outside Kentish
Developing agriculture income streams for micro and hobby farms
Connect to UTas, Tasmanian Institute of Agricultural Research, Centre for Food Innovation
and other research bodies
Product:
Non-traditional crops
New products from traditional crops
Downstream processing, value-adding and waste utilisation (e.g. juices, flavouring,
convenience food, health food mixes, food products containing extracts of Kentish raw
commodities)
Focus on fresh produce
High quality boutique/niche crops and products
Low-volume, high-yield crops
Co-op production & selling
Organics
Chinese vegetables
Emerging crops (recent new crops to NW include wasabi, peonies, garlic, quinoa, medicinal
herbs)
Industrial hemp
Viticulture
Non-wine beverage production
Honey
Hydroponics
fodder crops
new crop and pasture cultivars
Dairy – link to new Smithton dried milk powder facility
Predicted increase in poppy demand until 2017
Re-interpretation of supply, packaging and presentation norms (e.g. pre-packed frozen
vegies for mines)
Several identified niche opportunities for value-added traditional crops
Predicted market growth in some traditional crops until 2017
Markets:
New markets for traditional crops
Expanding and building Kentish (or North-West) clean-green brand
Paddock-to-plate experiences
Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail
Local produce for Tassie market (IGA, smaller grocers, local markets, Harvest Link)\
Export – particular focus on Asian markets
New mainland markets
Online produce sales
Connect to healthy food initiatives
Farmgate sales
Asia opportunities
Marketing:
Branding – Kentish clean green and healthy
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Kentish – buy local campaign
Support your local producer campaign for retailers
Provenance marketing: QR Codes
Asia:
Asia-direct flights from Tasmania for fresh produce
Skills:
Agriculture education at Sheffield School
Megatrends:
Climate change – New opportunities in hazelnuts, other nuts, avocados, chillies, capsicums,
berries, new wine varieties, crops vulnerable to frosts. With 3 degree temperature rises
predicted for Meander Valley-Kentish region by 2085, hotter temperatures and more carbon
dioxide will increase plant growth and growth rate
Pending global food shortage
China – Massive rise in middle-class, residents seeking new food experiences, residents
seeking quality and safe food
Asia century – affluent Asians seeking high-quality food
Key drivers of demand are lifting, including population growth in key markets (Delloite:
Position for Prosperity, 2013)
As global food demand rises, supply from the rest of the world – especially Asia – will be
under pressure (Delloite: Position for Prosperity, 2013)
Motivations of food consumers when purchasing food: Sensory (tastes & looks right) 60%;
Health 28%; Convenience 12%
Implementation:
See Agriculture Strategy (separate document)
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Retail:
Overview:
Kentish has two primary commercial districts, in Sheffield and Railton. Railton’s
retail sector is built around local services, such as post office, pharmacy, hotel,
two eating establishments, hairdresser, service station and two tourism-based
retail outlets. Sheffield’s larger retail district features the same services, plus
numerous eating houses, two locally owned supermarkets, a bank branch,
newsagent and several retail businesses that are primarily tourism-dependent.
Neither retail precinct offers a complete suite of local services and both are
dependent on passing tourists to augment income from locals.
Both retail precincts are vulnerable to macro-economic forces but also enjoy a
degree of local loyalty.
Despite the importance of tourism trade to individual businesses’ profitability, the
general retail offering to visitors has shortcomings, including the lack of eating
establishments open after 4pm and on weekends.
Both retail precincts feature “unique’’ outlets that are primary attractors for
tourists. These include the Railton Art & Craft Shop, Looking Glass Cottage and
Seven Sheds Brewery in Railton, plus World of Marbles, Seashells at Sheffield,
Galendor, The Emporium and the souvenir shop in Sheffield.

Methodology for development of Retail Strategy:
The development of the Retail Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and micro and macro influences
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities
5. Implementation
Stakeholder input:
Input was garnered from Kentish stakeholders and external stakeholders, through
formal responses to the Community Survey and individual interviews and
discussions.

Goals:
1. Increase profitability of Kentish retail businesses
2. Increase employment in Kentish retail sector
3. Local provision of goods and services that are regularly required by
Kentish residents
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4. Provide a suite of goods and services that attract tourists
5. Foster collaboration among Kentish businesses in procurement, market
supply, marketing, administrative functions and goods transport

Research:

Assets and strengths:
Customer loyalty
Large local employment
Sheffield Main St retail precinct full – virtually no vacant shopfronts
Quaint historic streetscape in Sheffield
Wide Railton main street good for hosting events
Customer loyalty
Murals (Sheffield); Topiary (Railton); Letterboxes (Wilmot)
Free parking
Bus parking
Almost 200,000 tourists per year
Last service centre before Cradle Mountain
Service centre for activities/events at Lake Barrington
Significant presence of unique shops in Sheffield: (eg World of Marbles, Seashells at
Sheffield, Slater’s, Galendor, Emporium, Gallery Tasmania); Railton (Looking Glass Cottage,
Railton Arts & Crafts); Wilmot: (Original Coles Store)

Weaknesses
Railton retailers struggling
Lack of complete suite of retail and community services in Railton
Lack of public transport
Limited afternoon and evening trading hours (particularly food outlets)
Lack of some services in Kentish towns
Local recession
Poor access to after-hours basic goods in Railton and Wilmot
Retail community heavily beholden to tourism-based retail trade
Lack of retail business diversity in Railton and Wilmot mean the closure of one or two shops
endangers the viability of the others
Limited opportunities for food on weekends and after 3.30pm
No public transport
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Threats
Shops are a local community hub – loss of those leads to loss of community, community soul
and community identity
Loss of shops means more people go to different town to shop, impacting remaining shops
Online shopping
Big box developments in Devonport
High Australian dollar
Internet shopping
Study other Australian regional towns: What do they do and how do they do it
Shops are a local community hub – loss of those leads to loss of community soul &
community identity
Loss of shops means more people go to different town to shop, impacting remaining shops
Big Box chain store developments in Devonport

Opportunities
Collaborative online sales (internet shopping)
QR codes on local produce
Trade on Kentish’s uniqueness – quirky, cool even though it’s a little expensive
Collaborative marketing: “Kentish clean-green produce; fresh from paddock to plate; unique
art; unique craft ….’’
More activity & open shops in evening would encourage people to stay in Sheffield
Expansion of existing home delivery service
Buying online backlash: people are increasingly buying local boutique quality
Restaurant (not cafe) in Sheffield
Railton retail and service opportunities
Identify gaps in local supply and demand
Link to arts or history theme – e.g. shop staff dress up in period costume for major events
Connect with Kentish sports & recreation events to find supply opportunities
Buy Local campaign
Attract more ancillary services, eg accountant, solicitor, etc
Improve awareness of businesses and products available in Kentish
Encourage and facilitate cooperative marketing
Encourage networking and referrals between businesses
Establish a matchmaker program to identify imported products and services that could be
provided by local businesses
Diversify offerings in local shops
Identify and address skills gaps
Identify and address barriers to retail growth

Implementation:
See Retail Strategy (separate document)
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Wilmot Action Plan:
Overview:
During the process of developing the Kentish Economic Strategy 2014-19, three
geographic locations were identified as needing a specific plan to assist economic
development, because of peculiar local circumstances or greater need. They are
the towns of Wilmot, Lorinna and Railton.
Wilmot was identified as having a particular need due to the fact it is a hamlet
without the critical mass of businesses to form a viable retail precinct, it faces
various challenges to its primary industries of agriculture and retail, and its
primary attraction – the Original Coles Store – was lost to fire at the beginning of
2014.
The loss of the Original Coles Store will impact on the number of tourists who
travel through the valley but there are two other existing attractions that can be
leveraged to increase tourism numbers: The novelty letterbox trail and the Valley
of Views concept, which could be advanced as a tourism attraction if
infrastructure is improved to enable visitors to stop and take in those views.
Wilmot also has an interesting history and is one of the most accessible points in
Tasmania for an alpine experience.

Methodology for development of Wilmot Strategy:
The development of the Wilmot Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and micro and macro influences
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities
5. Implementation
Stakeholder input:
Input was garnered from Wilmot stakeholders through a Community Survey, a
public meeting with tourism and community figures and subsequent feedback,
plus consultation with individual tourism business owners.

Goals:
These goals were identified during the Community Consultation process, and
from an analysis of regional economic theory.
1. Increase profitability of Wilmot businesses
2. Increase employment opportunities in Wilmot
3. Increase visitor numbers to Wilmot
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Increase Wilmot tourism experiences and products
4.
5. Identify new agricultural opportunities in Wilmot
6. Foster collaboration within industrial sectors among Wilmot businesses

Research: Wilmot Asset Map:

Asset type

Examples

Natural

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible wilderness
Bell Mountain
Forth Falls (Parks & Wildlife Service not encouraging visitation)
Forested Forth River valley
Large forested areas
Valley of Views

Spatial

•
•
•

Well-placed as day trip loop road from Bass Hwy via Sheffield & Ulverstone
On main route Ulverstone to Cradle
Access to Lake Barrington

Built

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lake Barrington
Lake Gairdner
Lake Cethana
Bell Mountain Walk
Dooley’s Track
Wilmot Museum
Camping at Lake Barrington
Letterbox Trail
Paloona MTB track
Online Access Centre
Great roads for hosting cycling and car events (eg Targa; Tour of Tasmania)

Economic

•
•
•

Tourism industry (primarily B&B accommodation + Moina cluster)
Agriculture
Mining (Moina)

Social & cultural

•
•
•
•

Strong community ties & identity
Active participatory community (e.g. many community groups)
Art & craft culture
School

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly market
Valley of Views theme
Custom letterboxes
Limited tourism services
Wilmot museum
Wilmot Hills Vineyard

•

Dooley’s Track

Attractions & events

Heritage & history
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Agriculture/food

Retail

•
•

Old Moina Town – mining heritage
Pioneer route to Cradle Mtn

•
•
•

Many farms: Primarily dairy, beef & crops
Some boutique agriculture
Winery/whiskey

•

General Store/service station

Wilmot SWOT Analysis:

Industries:

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

• Tourism
• Agriculture
• Mining

• Undiversified economy (2
main sectors)
• Nil presence of any other
significant industries

•

Mining

•

Loss of general store
would have major
impact

• Lack of housing starts
• People working out of
district
• Need more employment
opportunities to gives
residents local work
• Distance from markets &
cost: We can build & grow
things but how do we get
them out?
• Lacking services
• Small population
• Seasonality of main
industries: agriculture &
tourism
• Lack of ancillary services
anywhere in municipality
(e.g. accountant, lawyer, IT)

•

NBN

• Not on established touring
route maps

•
•
•
•

•

Primarily external
threats, such as
vulnerability to
national tourism
trends (e.g. high
Australian dollar) and
cost of access to
Tasmania

Economy:

Tourism:

• Diversity of visitor
experience
(scenery, history,
quirky, quiet, lake)
• Much of existing
tourism industry is
built on
unusual/unique
attractions
(competitive
advantage because
it is hard to
replicate)
• Ideal loop road
system for day trips
(Shef-WilmotForth; Ulv-Castra-

• Presently not a destination
– it’s a stop on the way
• Not enough attractions to
draw large numbers of
visitors
• Wilmot doesn’t appear in
tourism literature
• Seasonality: Peak from
Christmas Day to Anzac
Day, quiet for other 8
months of year

Letterbox Trail
Valley of Views
Alpine experiences
Wilderness experiences
(very accessible
wilderness)
• History & pioneering
heritage experiences
• Gateway to Cradle Mtn
• Lake Barrington (sport
& recreation)
• Day trip destination
• Adventure tourism
• Agri-tourism
• Link to Gunns Plains
caves/wildlife park
• Art tourism
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Retail:

Wilmot-Forth)
• Multiple access
points to district
• On one of main
access routes to
Cradle Mtn
• Natural assets for
extreme adventure:
mountains, rivers,
lakes, wilderness,
cliffs, blackwater,
cliffs
• Food & wine
• Short walks (Bell
Mountain, Dooleys
Track, Forth Falls
(falls track not
encouraged by
PWS, Dooleys Track
not presently
maintained)
• Some lookouts
• Wildlife
• Close, accessible
wilderness
• In middle of
uninterrupted
natural vegetation
ribbon from Cradle
Mtn in south, and
Gog range in east,
down Forth River
valley to Forth
• Unusual and
dramatic
geomorphology
• Accessible alpine
country
• Feels like a place
where you can
touch heritage &
pioneering stories
• Fishing

• Few regular attractions &
events in Kentish – most
annual or sporting in nature
• Little networking or
collaboration between
tourism operators
• Online presence of tourism
providers is inconsistent
• does not have some of the
infrastructure tourists
expect: e.g. late-opening
coffee shops, laundromat
• People stop in Sheffield for
an hour on way to Cradle
Mtn. Once they get there
they
• discover there’s more to
see, but it’s too late by
then.

•

•
•

•

Basic services
(general store,
fuel, takeaway)
Natural
enthusiasm for
shopping
locally/customer
loyalty

•
•

Retail sector tiny
Few opportunities for
retail expansion
Small population limits
opportunities
Opening hours of shops

• International tourists
increasingly seeking
“authentic’’
experiences (+ Wilmot
is authentic)
• The strories: History,
characters, places,
events
• History
• Global megatrend
toward authentic
tourism experiences:
As Kentish is relatively
under-developed, it is
well-placed to take
advantage of the
emerging tourism
market for real,
authentic experiences,
in which visitors come
to see natural
wilderness, quiet
serenity and nature.
• Global megatrend:
Story-telling type
tourism experiences
• Greater utilisation of
Mount Roland
• Is well-placed to be a
long-stay area for SAVs
• Need to attract people
in winter and spring
• VFR market (visiting
friends & relatives)
• Natural place to
develop a
``touchable/experienc
eable highland
experience’’
• More lookouts/look-ats
to boost “Valley of
Views’’ brand
• sport/recreation
tourism

•

Big impact if general
store does not
reopen
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Agriculture:

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Festivals &
events:

•
•

•

Place and/or
locational:

Rich volcanic soil
Long tradition of
agriculture
Skills base/tacit
farming
knowledge
Medium diversity
of crops/produce
Reputation of
local food – like
the King Island
brand. If it’s from
North-West
Tasmania, you
expect it to be
clean, green,
organic
Renewed
enthusiasm for
local fresh
produce
Tassie brand &
reputation

• Limited diversity of existing
farm activities

•

• Labour shortage

•
•

• Slow loss of farmers & their
knowledge

•

• Crops/produce primarily
traditional (eg potatoes,
poppies, peas, dairy, beef)
• Preferred crops tend to be
high yield/low margin
(potatoes, onions etc)
• Limited markets: Most
produce sold to Simplot??
•

• Vulnerable to external
agriculture influencing,
such as processors
dictating price
• Bass Strait freight costs

• Events that fit the
Wilmot “brand’’: e.g.
those around
wilderness, rural, art,
pioneers
• Opportunity to build
Wilmot art exhib into
major event
• Expand on Wilmot art
exhib to create more
exhibitions
• Potential to build on
history theme

• All organised by
volunteer groups. Loss
of committee
members’ motivation
a threat

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wilmot market
Wilmot Art
Exhibition &
Competition
(annual event)
Pure Tasmania
Cycling Challenge

• 45 minutes from
two entry points to
state
• 35 minutes from
highway
• 25 minutes from
Cradle Mountain
• Gateway to
wilderness (alpine
high country)
• Rural landscape
• Enveloped by
wilderness/alpine

Boutique agriculture
crops (ideal for small
holdings)
Viticulture
Dairy/cropping/poppi
es
New niche agricultural
markets
Research &
collaboration with
TIAR
Paddock to plate
experience (food
trail/farm gate)
Organic farming
Viticulture
Fresh market
Different crop types
Youth in farming
Connectors to
outside/new markets
Co-operatives
Melbourne market
Grower/retailer microbusinesses: Key
phrase is to grow and
sell own (Tassie
made)

• Separated from rest of
Kentish by Lake Barrington
• Fair distance from
population centres

• Changes to roads &
accessibility (e.g. road
closure; petrol price
increase)

• Lack of public transport
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Community
& culture:

Lifestyle:

• Under-current of
art & craft in
community
• Welcoming/friendly
community
• Strong community
bonds/community
spirit/community
identity
• Mentoring and
volunteering rates
in community
• Community spirit
• Wilmot is authentic

• Community lacks resources
to achieve much by
themselves

•

Annual cultural
festivals

•

Permanent cultural
attractions

•
•

Clean air
Relatively
unpressured
lifestyle
Tranquil/relaxing/
serene
environment
Rural lifestyle

• Lack of close facilities (eg
health, secondary
education)
• Lack of retail and services
except basics

•

To attract new
residents based on
lifestyle

• Loss of direct road
route to Ulverstone
(even if only
temporary)
• Arrival of industry,
population influx or
rise in traffic volume

Wilmot Primary
School
Online access
centre
Cook for life
classes

•

•

More adult learning
courses

• Loss of online access
centre
• Loss of library
• Loss of school

•

Aboriginal culture
interpretation
experience
Upgrade Wilmot
museum to provide
interpretation of
broader history
Use local characters &
stories to show how
interesting Wilmot is

•
•

Education

•
•
•

History:

Youth have to travel away
to attend high
school/other

• Aboriginal: 34,000
aboriginal history
(Forth River Valley
nd
2 longest
confirmed history
in Tassie)
• European: Key
route for
pioneering
Europeans;
mountain
cattlemen route;
mining; rich &
interesting history
around trappers;
original Coles store;
Wilmot museum;
local folklore,
characters &
written history

•

•

•

Population
decline/people
moving from district

Implementation:
See Wilmot Strategy (separate document)
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Railton Development Plan:
Overview:
During the process of developing the Kentish Economic Strategy 2014-19, three
geographic locations were identified as needing a specific plan to assist economic
development, because of peculiar local circumstances or greater need. They are
the towns of Wilmot, Lorinna and Railton.
Railton was identified as having a particular need due to an extended period of
economic decline since the 1980s, and the gradual decline of goods and services
available in the retail precinct.
Railton’s economy is dominated by Cement Australia, as measured by industrial
output and employment. It also has a small retail community, some agriculture in
surrounding districts, and small business, primarily in trades and engineering.
It has developed a potentially popular tourism attraction through the Town of
Topiary project and those topiary plants are now reaching maturity, meaning they
can be promoted more extensively.
Nevertheless the town needs more reasons for tourists to visit and an improved
level of goods and service provision for local residents.

Methodology for development of Railton Strategy:
The development of the Railton Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and micro and macro influences
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities
5. Implementation
The outcomes, actions and goals contained in the Railton Strategy also build on
the objectives and activities of the Kentish Council’s Railton Tourism Strategy
2004.

Stakeholder input:
Input was garnered from Railton stakeholders through the Kentish Community
Survey, feedback at the Kentish Council Community Forum, and discussion and
feedback from businesses.

Goals:
The following goals were identified during Community Consultation and through
an analysis of regional economic theory.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increase profitability of Railton businesses
Increase employment opportunities in Railton
Increase visitor numbers to Railton
Increase Railton tourism experiences and products
Diversify Railton economy
Foster collaboration among Railton tourism businesses

Research:
Railton Asset Map:
Infastructure:

Rail line through town
Community infrastructure – recreational and sporting facilities
Wide main street
Multiple community halls

Community:

Strong community commitment to the town
Diverse skills in community (particularly in trades, engineering and IT/graphic
design, transport)
School

Natural:

Sykes Sanctuary
Henry Somerset Orchid Reserve
Stoodley Forest Walk
Large expanses of forest close to town
Diverse topography: hills, gullies and valleys, waterfalls, rivers

Locational:

15 minutes from Bass Hwy
20 minutes from TT-Line ferries and Devonport Airport
Central to beautiful countryside – ideal for touring
Entry-point ‘gateway’ to Kentish from two municipalities
En route from bass Hwy to major tourism drawcard Cradle Mountain
Well located on emerging Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail

Tourism:

Topiary
Seven Sheds Brewery
Looking Glass Cottage
Railton Art & Craft Shop
Sykes Sanctuary

Attractions & events:

Targa Tasmania annual lunch stop venue

Heritage and history:

Industrial heritage
Timber industry heritage
Convict-built bridge at Redwater Creek
Remnants of early timber, hydro, shale mining, kilning and industrial history
still preserved in forests around Railton
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SWOT Analysis:

Advantages/assets/strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Topiary

Gaps in local business
mix (lack of some basic
goods and services)

Kentish transport and
logistics hub (only
access to rail in
Kentish, plus 15 mins
from highway)

Proximity to rail line

Gaps in goods &
service provision for
tourists
Non-existent public
transport

Retail & service
opportunities

Railton and Districts
Development
Association has few
members, presenting
the risk of burn-out or
too much left to too
few
Closure of any more
main street retail
businesses
“Over promising’’ on
tourism attractions

Proximity to population centres

Location on a key route from Bass
Hwy to Cradle Mountain and
Sheffield

Poor quality of
commercial buildings

Cement Australia

Poor signage and
tourist information
Little visitor
accommodation
Under-developed and
under-promoted
existing tourism
experiences

Seven Sheds Brewery
Engineering, building and other small
businesses

Strong community commitment to
town
Willingness to be innovative and try
new directions

Industrial heritage

Picturesque surroundings

Recreational and sports facilities
Wide main street

On route to nearby
tourism destinations of
Cradle Mountain and
Sheffield
Diversity of assets and
locations suitable for
adventure tourism
experiences (Mersey
River, large tracts of
forest with existing
tracks, canyon, The
Badgers)
Leveraging existing
topiary
Kimberley Warm
Springs
Increased art
experience to fit
municipality’s “Outdoor
Art Gallery’’ brand
Tasmanian Regional
Art Railton organisation
and retail outlet
Leveraging Cradle to
Coast Tasting Trail, and
particularly Seven
Sheds Brewery
Accessible wilderness
(eg forests, Mersey
River, waterfalls,
Redwater Creek, Henry
Somerset reserve,
Sykes Sanctuary)
One or two annual
events that attract
visitors to Railton so the
town can be showcased
with the intent of
encouraging return
visits
Christmas Lights Town
Extension of Redwater
Creek Steam &
Heritage Railway to
Railton

Implementation:
See Railton Strategy (separate document)
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Lorinna Development Plan:
Overview:
During the process of developing the Kentish Economic Strategy 2014-19, three
geographic locations were identified as needing a specific plan to assist economic
development, because of peculiar local circumstances or greater need and
urgency. They are the towns of Wilmot, Lorinna and Railton.
Lorinna was identified as having a particular need due to its gradually declining
population, lack of local job opportunities, and the enthusiasm of local residents
to build economic activity that creates community benefit and employment.
Lorinna’s population grew from the 1970s through to 1990s but has in the past
decade stagnated at a population of around 130 in the summer, and less in
winter.
The hamlet has several economic assets, although the hamlet has largely
remained a residential space, rather than an economic one and there are few jobs
available in the immediate area.
While Lorinna residents have, collectively, an extraordinary range of professional
and other skills, employment in the hamlet is limited to owner-operator homebased businesses, and residents who travel to employment in areas away from
Lorinna.

Methodology for development of Lorinna Strategy:
The development of the Lorinna Strategy involved five steps:
1. Research: Identify current assets, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and micro and macro influences
2. Generate stakeholder input
3. Define goals
4. Analyse issues & opportunities
5. Implementation
Stakeholder input:
Input was garnered from Lorinna stakeholders through a community gathering in
December 2013, the Kentish Community Survey, and feedback at the Kentish
Council Community Forum, and contributions from individuals.

Goals:
1. Build businesses in Lorinna that will attract income and jobs to the
community
2. Build businesses that are based on Lorinna’s characteristics and strengths:
e.g. nature, sustainability, professional services, lifestyle, organics,
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environmental focus, renewable energy and the Lorinna “brand’’, which is
viewed externally as relating to clean and green.
3. Increase employment opportunities in Lorinna
4. Build nature-based or lifestyle-based attractions and experiences to draw
visitors to Lorinna

Research:
Lorinna Asset Map

Community

Built

Natural

Close community

Dorje Ling Buddhist Centre

Water

Lorinna Works Inc

Lake Cethana

Scenery

Can-do community

Lorinna Hall

Forest

Skills mix (professional and trade)

Picturesque, serene settlement

Natural environment

Lifestyle

Soil

Lorinna SWOT Analysis:

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Strong community spirit

Poor road access

Eco-based attractions
and industry

Continued population
decline

Can-do community
attitude

Distance from markets

Organics

Continued access
deterioration

Lorinna brand in Hobart
& Launceston

Perceived distance
from tourist routes

Renewable energy

New Tasmanian
Planning Scheme

Self-sustained

New Tasmanian
Planning Scheme
zoning

Permaculture

Intelligent, motivated
community

Low population

Photographic boat tours
on Lake Cethana

Experience with
renewable energy
sources

Population halves in
winter

Population increase

Low-impact lifestyle –
don’t need many
services

Negative perception of
Lorinna in NW Coast

Lifestyle education/
sustainability education

Progressive and open
attitudes

Lack of capital for
investment

Education hub (school
camps, adult camps,
special interest camps,
sustainable lifestyle
demonstration, organic
agriculture)

Telecommunication:
mobile, landline and
internet access

Historic difficulties with
Kentish Council

School groups for
kayaking

Optical fibre to Lorinna
Hall

Costly to live in Lorinna
(travel and goods)

Fishing

Old-world skills

No services to support
farms

Under-privileged
children program
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Professional skills mix

Trade on “Lorinna’’
brand

Low-cost services (water
& power)

Farm stays

Disease-free area

Demonstrated, longstanding showcase as
“transition town’’
Walking tracks (Roland
to Cradle?)
Home-based industry
Micro/cottage industry
Self-sustained
community (each
property contributes
something)
Local barter/trade
system
Astronomy
Alternative lifestyle
tourist destination
(international and
interstate visitors)
Conferences
Community-managed
Forestry Tasmania land
(about 350 acres)
Lifestyle location for flyin fly-out miners
Local farmers’ markets

Implementation:
See Lorinna Strategy (separate document)
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Appendix A: Kentish Municipality Asset Map

Natural

Municipality

Mt Roland/

Sheffield

Railton

Wilmot

Outlying
(includes
Barrington,
Acacia Hills and
all non-urban
areas)

(general)

Gowrie Park

Space (openness)

Mt Roland

Mersey River

Accessible
wilderness

Views

Mt Claude

Views of Mt
Roland range

Accessible
wilderness

Mt Van Dyke

Nearby forest

Plenty of space for
development

Round Mtn
lookout

Diversity of
scenery

Gog Range

Badgers range
(Kimberley
Lookout)

Minerals

Sensation Gorge

(most
accessible
parts’ some of
most
picturesque,
wide)
Excellent river
access at
Kimberley

Sensation Gorge
caves
Views

Bell Mtn
Forested Forth
River valley
Large forested
areas
Views

Henry
Somerset
Orchid
Reserve

Middle of
uninterrupted
natural ribbon
from Paloona
to Alum Cliffs
Minnow Falls
Falls at rear of
Mt Claude

Accessible
wilderness
Long
continuous
ecosystem
link from
Paloona Dam
to Lake
Cethana and
Gog Range
Gondwana
forests
Western Tiers

Sykes
Sanctuary

The Badgers

Large areas of
state forest

Lake Cethana

Kimberley
Warm Springs

Lake Rowallan

Lake Barrington
Lake Paloona
Lake
Parangana

Beulah/Stoodle
y forests

Lake
Mackenzie

Dasher Falls

Mersey River
Forth River
Don River
Dasher River
Devil’s Gullet
Devil’s Gates
cliffs
Mole Creek
caves
Alum cliffs
Nook Falls
Bridal Veil Falls
Champagne
Falls
No Name Falls
Forth Falls
Hogg Creek
Falls
(Paloona)
Arm Falls (Lake
Rowallan)
Industry

Agriculture
Tourism

Treloars
transport

Cement
Australia

Health

Health industry

Retail

Education

Education
industry

Transport

Tourism

Agriculture

Agriculture

Tourism
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Retail (small
biz)
Rural setting

Built

Good road
network (though
roads windy)

Mt Roland
summit track
(from O’Neils
Creek)

Sheffield Golf
Course

Community Bank
(pending)

Kings Rd track
to summit

Kentish
Museum

NBN

Mt Claude-Mt
Roland
summit track

Redwater Creek
Steam
Heritage
Railway

Moina mines

Minnow Falls
track
Summit-Minnow
Falls Track
O’Neils Creek
camping
reserve
Rodeo
Ground/recrea
tion park
Road access to
Mt Claude
summit

Kimberleys
Lookout track

Topiary
Stoodley Forest
Walk

Bell Mountain
Walk
Dooley’s Track

Mt Roland
tracks

Railton Dirt
Jump Park??
(mountain
biking)

Wilmot Museum

Many day walks

Camping at
Lake
Barrington

Rail link to rest
of state

Novelty
letterboxes

Many trails (for
horses,
mountainbike
s)

Paloona MTB
track

Murals
Unique shops
(eg Marbles;
Seashells;
Galendor;
Slater’s
Country Store;
The
Emporium)

Beulah forests
Billet Creek
Walk

Historic
streetscape

(Lake
Barrington)
Marakoopa
Fern Glade
Walk (Mole
Creek)
Nomenclature
Warrawee
Forest
Reserve
(platypus)

• Power
• Reticulat
ed
water
• Water
treatm
ent
plant
• Vacant
buildin
gs
• Some
servic
e
infrast
ructur
e (eg
roads)

Proximity to entry
points to
Tasmania
(Devonport
airport & Spirit
terminal 30
mins,
Launceston
1hr20m,
Wynyard 1hr
Proximity to Bass
Hwy

Walls of
Jerusalem

Lake
Mackenzie
walks

Services and
facilities at
Gowrie Park:

Compact space
suitable for day
trips

Tasmania Trail

Western Tiers
walks

Mt Van Dyke
road access

Spatial

Cradle Mtn

Lake Barrington
recreation
area &
facilities
Kentish Park
Cluster of highquality
accommodati
on at Moina

40 minutes from
Devonport

30 mins from
Devonport

On main access
road to Cradle
Mtn

On main access
road to Cradle
Mtn

Most accessible
point to
Highlands
from northern
Tasmania

Geographic hub
of Kentish

Views from
summit of
almost entire
north coast &
south to

Proximity of
farms

Largest pop,
town centre,
biz community

On Bass Hwy
entry points
from Elizabeth
Town or
Latrobe
Well-placed for
day trip loop
from LatrobeShef-Dev

Well-placed as
day trip loop
road from
Bass Hwy
via Sheffield
& Ulverstone
On main route
Ulverstone
to Cradle
Access to Lake
Barrington

Lush rural
landscape
Space
Clean air
Green
Undisturbed
native forest
and
ecosystems
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Multiple access
points off Bass
Hwy

Cradle &
highlands

Loop tour
potential:
• Sheff-Wilmot
• Sheff-Railton
• Sheff-Mole
Creek
• Sheff-Nook
• Barring-West
Kent-Sheff
• Sheff, Claude
RdPromised
Land
• Acacia HillsPaloonaForth
• Sheff-Claude
Rd-LienaMole CkSheff
Rural look - cleangreen, lush
fields, fresh,
vibrant
Quiet place
Clean air, clear
skies
Topography (flat,
hills, valleys,
mtns, glacial,
geomorphology,
lakes, rivers,
cliffs, caves
Space
Views
Relatively compact
Strong community
network
Vineyards

Unique
Social &

Diversity

cultural

Sense of
community
Liveability &
lifestyle –
compare city
living
to Barrington
living
Live here, work
somewhere else
Agriculture
Art culture
Craft community
Strong community
network
Strong can-do
attitude
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B&B network
Attractions
& events

Cradle Country
branding
Outdoor Art
Gallery
branding
Dispersed
accommodation
(mostly B&Bs)
Proximity of farms
(farm
experience
tourism)

Claude Rd
market

Muralfest

Gowrie Park
rodeo

Taste of the
North-West

(March)
Triple Top
Challenge

Steamfest

Seven Sheds
Brewery
harvest festival

Fortnightly
produce
markets

Gowrie Park
Wilderness
Village
(caravan park)

Lions Club
Music Hall

Tasmazia and
Lower
Crackpot

Daffodil Show

Monthly market
Valley of Views
theme

Tasmazia
lavender
harvest

Novelty
letterboxes

Picking of the
grapes

Limited tourism
services

State rowing
championshi
ps (Feb)
NW schools
rowing
champs
(March)

Friday Night
Folk

Head of river
rowing (Apr)]

Broad mix of
accommodatio
n:

State schools
rowing
champs
(April)

• Hotel
• Low &
midcost
motel
• B&B
• Little at
highend
Redwater Creek
Steam Railway

Masters rowing
(May)
Pure Tasmania
Cycling
Challenge
(Nov)
Hell in the Hills
Triathlon

Cafes (but no
restauranttype dining
and opening
hours poor)

Fishing tours
Guided tours
(eg Cradle
Country Tours,
quadbikes)

Sheffield Visitor
Information
centre

Highland Trails

Working Art
Space gallery

Aboriginal heritage
Heritage
& history

European history
(see Outlying
areas in column
to right)

Indigenous
heritage
Mountain
cattlemen
routes passed
nearby
Pioneer trappers
Hellyer Trail
went through
south
Weindorfer
honeymoon
connection
Mining
Extraordinary
geomorpholog
y
Timbercutting

Redwater Creek
Steam &
Heritage
Railway

Wide main
street to turn
bullock teams
in single move

Wilmot Museum
Gold mining

Early
exploration
Aboriginal
history

SheffieldRoland
trainline

Logging era
(bullocks,
sawmills, life)

Sheffield-Railton
rail trail

Highland
trapping
(huts/life)

Kentish
Museum
Religious
beginnings
(nomenclature
)

Highland
cattlemen
Pioneers
Roland-Railton
trainline
Farming
Gowrie Park
Hydro

Mersey-Forth
Hydro scheme
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Appendix B:
Kentish SWOT Analysis 2013

Strengths
Industries:

Major industries (by employment and
business number)

Secondary industries (by employment and
business number)

Tourism

Health

Agriculture

Education

Retail

Construction
Manufacturing
Transport & warehousing

Tourism:
General:

Diversity of visitor experience
Much of existing tourism industry is built on unusual/unique attractions (competitive
advantage as hard to replicate)
Ideal loop road system for day trips
Multiple access points to district
On main access road to high-profile Cradle Mtn, whose visitors are seeking similar
experience as those that can be provided in Kentish
Many sports events, particularly rowing, waterskiing and cycling, bring visitors to the
region
Unique shops
Already 70,000 visitors/year through KVIC, about 200,000 a year through district

Locational:

30 minutes from closest entry point to state (Spirit of Tasmania ferries and Devonport
Airport)
30 minutes from Bass Hwy
On main access route to Cradle Mountain
Gateway to the Central Highlands and alpine country

Nature/wildlife
tourism

Cradle Mountain
Mt Roland
Uninterrupted ribbon of natural forest from Cradle Mountain to Forth
Accessible wildlife
Tasmanian devils wildlife park
Sightings of wildlife in wild are common
7 major waterfalls
6 major lakes
Flora reserves
3 major river catchments
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Open spaces
Aesthetic landscapes
Mountains, cliffs and elevated lookouts
Kimberley Warm Springs
Short and long walking tracks
Access route to Walls of Jerusalem and Western Tiers walking tracks
Wilmot – Valley of Views
Bell Mountain
Freshwater fishing opportunities
Historical tourism

Kentish and Wilmot museums
Redwater Creek Steam & Heritage railway
Sheffield streetscape
Railton main street
Wilmot connections to the bigger retailer families of Tasmania
Extraordinary stories of characters and events from history
Hellyer Trail
Aboriginal history
Geomorphological history
Pioneering European highland history – trappers, explorers, pioneers
Mersey-Forth hydro electric scheme
SteamFest

Art tourism:

Authentic long-standing local art community
Town of Murals
Town of Topiary
Tasmanian Regional Arts Kentish
Mural Fest
Kentish Arts Festival
Novelty Letterbox Trail
Railton Art & Craft Shop
Art-based annual events

Food tourism:

Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail
Various farmgate purchase opportunities
Paddock-to-plate experience
Local restaurants and cafes mostly use local produce
Diversity of local food producers (agriculture and non-agriculture)
Wineries, brewery and spirits distillery
Hop harvest festival
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Monthly produce markets
Extreme adventure:

Unusual diversity of natural attractions in close proximity (e.g. mountains, rivers, lakes,
wilderness, open areas) suitable for extreme & adrenaline pursuits
Presence of several commercial adventure operations
Triple Top Mountain Run
Lea River Xtreme Kayaking

Leisurely
adventure:

Food & wine
Birdwatching
Peaceful, quiet and serene experience
Clean air
Night skies (stars)
RV-friendly experience

Infrastructure:

Walking tracks
Some lookouts
Loop roads
Free camping sites

Agriculture:
Kentish red soil
Long tradition of agriculture
Local skills base
Medium diversity of crops/produce
Reputation of local food – like the King Island brand. If it’s from North-West Tasmania,
you expect it to be clean, green, organic
School farm
Renewed enthusiasm for local fresh produce
Tassie brand & reputation
Local vegetable processors and livestock abattoirs and small butcheries
Retail:
Unique/unusual shops
Presence of basic needs: e.g. general store, pharmacy, supermarket, service station,
takeaway in Sheffield; general store in Wilmot; basic food services, pharmacy and
service station in Railton
Natural enthusiasm among local residents for supporting local business
Customer loyalty
Forestry:
Long tradition of forestry industry
Skills base numerous and diverse
Health:
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Good health services & facilities
Kentish Health centre
Tandara
Skills base in aged care
Veterinary
Festivals & events:
Mural Fest
Steam Fest
Taste of the North-West
Sheffield, Wilmot & Claude Rd markets
Triple Top Mountain Challenge
Gowrie Park Rodeo
Targa Tasmania
Tour of Tasmania (not every year)
Mersey Valley Cycling Tour
Spring Daffodil Show
Harvest festival at Seven Sheds brewery
Various rowing events, state and national titles
Various waterskiing events and state titles
Pure Tasmania Cycling Challenge
Lifestyle:
Welcoming/friendly community
Strong community bonds/community spirit
Mentoring and volunteering rates in community
Community spirit
Clean air
Reputation for tranquil/relaxing/serene atmosphere
Rural lifestyle
Education:
•

Sheffield school – infants to V.E.T.

•

Railton and Wilmot primary schools

•

Wilmot & Sheffield Online Access Centres

•

Sheffield library

•

School farm
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Weaknesses:
General:
Funding for strategies but little funding for implementation
Poor (non-existent) public transport from main entry points to state and from main
neighbouring population centres
Transport
Poor culture of entrepreneurship and innovation
Businesses within same industries generally poorly networked
Lack of housing starts
New Tasmanian Planning Scheme zonings not supportive of new housing in rural
areas
Not enough jobs in Kentish for number of job-age residents
Distance from markets & cost
Acacia Hills – no sense of being “Kentish’’ – they live in Kentish but their lives are
connected to Devonport – pay rates but of no benefit to local economy
Railton & Wilmot lacking services
Small population, large infrastructure (104 bridges)
Seasonality of 3 main industries: agriculture, tourism & retail
Closure of Wilmot or Railton schools a big risk to those towns
Risk of Railton & Wilmot becoming economically disadvantaged
Agriculture:
Small farm lot sizes make economies of scale difficult
Average age of farmers
Losing farmers
Crops/produce primarily traditional (eg potatoes, poppies, peas)
Preferred crops tend to be high yield/low margin (potatoes, onions etc)
Limited markets and customers: Few processors, 2 supermarket buyers
Cost of transport to markets
Tourism:
General:

Marketing: “Kentish’’ does not appear on maps but marketing “Sheffield’’ may not
sufficiently support other areas of Kentish
Marketing: Words “Kentish’’ and “Mt Roland’’ are not known outside Tasmania
Seasonality: Peak from Christmas Day to Anzac Day, quiet for other 8 months of yea
Infrastructure and products insufficiently developed to showcase many of Kentish’s
main features (wilderness, food and history in particular, though art is better presented)
Mural depreciation
Marketing has been low-key
Few lookouts/pull-off spots and those that exist are sometimes in the wrong spot
Little networking/collaboration between tourism operators
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Online presence of tourism providers is inconsistent
Many tourism operators’ balance between business and lifestyle tends to favour
lifestyle at expense of service provided to customers, and at expense of Kentish’s
reputation
Some community resistance to development on Mt Roland
Many local tourism industry has compliance issues
Experiences and
attractions:

Mount Roland not easy to get to top of – impossible for those not moderately fit
“Mt Roland is presently of no value if you haven’t got all day’’
Sheffield, Railton and Wilmot do not have some of the infrastructure tourists expect:
e.g. late-opening coffee shops, laundromat
Existing marketing limited to tourists once they arrive in district. Many do not know how
much is here until they get here
People stop in Sheffield for an hour on way to Cradle Mtn. Once they get there they
discover there’s more to see, but it’s too late by then.
No ``big attraction’’ except Cradle Mountain and murals
Tourism attractions at capacity in summer, dead in other 8 months

Facilities &
accommodation:

Lack of diversity of accommodation types (only high-end is in Cradle Valley; mostly B&Bs
and three-star accommodation in rest of municipality
Accommodation can be virtually booked out in peak season, but ver low occupancy
rates outside peak season
No caravan park/tent camping in Sheffield
Only 1 BBQ in Sheffield and it’s not covered
No toilets/shower at Sheffield Recreation Ground free-camping area (Sheffield’s main fre
camping site)
No facilities in municipality for tent campers except Gowrie Park caravan park
Attitude: Lifestyle often comes before service provision
Lack of diversity of dining options; lack of any dining options after about 4pm

Retail and General Business
Seasonality of three major industries (tourism, agriculture, retail)
Relatively small number of retail outlets in all 4 main population centres
Most retailers in Sheffield dependent on tourism trade
Absence of basic services (eg general store, supermarket doctor, pharmacy) in Railton
Absence of basic retail services in Wilmot & Acacia Hills
Few ancillary services in municipality (e.g. accountant, lawyer, IT)
Opening hours of shops/some smaller accommodation places
Shop opening hours in Railton & Wilmot limited – not good for tourists, not good for
workers or Asian tourists
Availability of “general store’’ type goods in Railton very limited
Forestry:
Significant downturn in international markets has impacted on viability of industry
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Industry is a political lightning rod
Healthcare:
Employment primarily in Kentish Health Centre; 2 pharmacies, Tandara aged care
home, one veterinary
Education:
Employment limited to Railton & Wilmot primary schools, Sheffield District High School
Growth or change entirely dependent on government funding
No post-Year 10 education facilities in Kentish
Construction:
Highly sensitive to general economic conditions – vulnerable in downturns, skills
shortages in good times
Residential construction in Kentish will be reduced by new Tasmanian Planning
Scheme
Large-scale construction projects in Kentish occur about once per generation
Manufacturing:

Primarily just one major employer: (Cement Australia)
Macro-economic factors have decimated manufacturing in Tasmania generally, with no
present prospects of recovery
Cost of transporting goods to markets an impediment to manufacturing
Culture & community:
Demographics: Older age demographic in municipality and lack of 20-35 age cohort
Railton & Wilmot lacking services
Lack of youth-orientated infrastructure
Small populations – large infrastructure (104 bridges, 6800 people)
Acacia Hills – not connected to Kentish community, economic activity in Devonport
Kids moving to mainland and city
Capital & investment:
Funding/dearth of private investment capital in key Kentish economic sectors (tourism,
agriculture, retail)
Council has big infrastructure costs with small rate base
Transport & infrastructure:
Public transport from major access points rudimentary
Public transport around district non-existent
Poor road signage in places (particularly when exiting Spirit at East Devonport)
Road quality/sharp bends may take visitors by surprise
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Opportunities:
General
Asia century
Kentish Opportunities Register, to promote economic opportunities in region
Kentish Innovation Group or similar economic-based local association
Ageing population: Aged care and health & wellness provision
Ageing population: Part-time & community work
Ageing population: mentoring by experienced people
Enticing photography and film to region
Agriculture:
New niche agriculture markets
Research & collaboration with TIAR
Paddock to plate experience (food trail/farm gate)
Organic farming – viticulture
Public education about local produce v imports
Fresh market
Different crop types
Youth in farming
Connectors to outside/new markets
Co-operatives
Melbourne market
Grower/retailer micro-businesses: Key phrase is to grow and sell own (Tassie made)
Renewed consumer enthusiasm for fresh local produce
Farm gate sales
Tourism:
Asian visitors are seeking the kind of experiences Tasmania is renowned for
The stories: History, characters, places, events
Art tourism
Food tourism
Wilderness/nature tourism
Historical tourism
Mountain biking
Adventure tourism (Is naturally endowed with all the natural requirements for an
adventure tourism industry)
Global megatrends: Authentic tourism experiences - As Kentish is relatively underdeveloped, it is well-placced to take advantage of the emerging tourism market for real,
authentic experiences, in which visitors come to see natural wilderness, quiet serenity
and nature.
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Global megatrends: Story-telling type tourism experiences
Greater utilisation of Mount Roland
long-stay area for SAVs
Need to attract people in winter and spring
VFR market (Visiting friends and relatives)
Accessible Highlands: Natural place to develop a ``touchable/experienceable alpine
experience’’
Improve cross-selling among tourism businesses
Improve promotion & interpretation of existing experiences (e.g. waterfalls, historic sites,
wilderness)
Improved road lay-offs/lookouts to better present spectacular scenery
Improve existing short walks (track standard, promotion and interpretation)
Hellyer Trail
Diversity of means to get to Mt Roland summit
Steam train extension/historical precinct
Improve signage
Day trip experiences
2 & 3-day Kentish tours
Attract driving clubs
Attract special-interest groups (e.g. art groups, food groups) for organized or semiorganised tours
Dusk & dawn viewing opportunities
Build more art-based experiences into “Tasmania’s Outdoor Art Gallery’’ brand
Indigenous history/storytelling/interpretation through art
Guided walking/food/other experience tours
Paddock to plate experiences
Diversification of mural experience in Sheffield
Ageing population: This will lead to change in tourism opportunities, preferences &
expectations of older travelers, and opportunities and preferences of travellers still in the
workforce
Retail:
Explore increased provision of delivered Kentish goods to homes within and outside
Kentish
Stock local produce, where possible
Buy Local campaign
Encourage more “unique’’ shops
Connect retail businesses to annual events, club visits
Mining:
Gold, tin and silver mining opportunities near Moina
Mining heritage interpretation
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Forestry:
Explore niche timber product opportunities
Plantation forestry opportunities
Capital & investment:
Explore Crowd Funding sources for individual projects
Connect proponents to investment entities
Built/infrastructure:
Lake Barrington – better future plan for usage to ensure all users have suitable facilities
without conflict
Opportunities on lakes Cethana and Paloona
Mountain bike facility
Festival & events:
Expansion of Kentish Arts Festival
Events in shoulder seasons (Oct-Dec & April-May)
Annual events for Railton
Annual events for Wilmot
Link Kentish businesses to existing rowing, waterskiing, cycling and motorsport events
Attract mainland car clubs for annual tours
Lifestyle:
Attract city and mainland residents to rural living
Recreation:
Fishing
Sports (Lake Barrington/mountain including horse, fitness, bushwalking (low & hi), bike,
car, motorcycle
Bushwalking
Other:
Opportunities around sport/recreation facilities
Conferences – need facility. We have sufficient accommodation and catering capacity
Knowledge economy – IT, education, information services
Alternative energy production: Hydro, wind, solar
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Threats:
General:
Increased cost of living
Global, national, state or local economic downturn
Population decline (particularly in 25-45 years age cohort)
Ageing population
Community division
Rigid planning schemes
Cost or water and electricity
Labour costs
High Australian dollar
Loss of local knowledge (through people leaving & death)
Climate change
Loss of agricultural land to plantations and hobby farms
Airfares & freight costs
Decline in China economy
Ageing infrastructure
Higher fuel costs
Tourism:
Transport strikes/cost increases
High Australian dollar
Competition within Tasmanian destinations based on Kentish’s strengths: e.g.
wilderness, food, art
Loss of festivals & events due to demise of volunteer organising groups
International aviation deregulation making overseas travel cheaper
Agriculture:
Globalisation of food industry/cheap food imports
Potential dictated by powerful companies
Dominance of two supermarkets, two main processors, forcing farm gate prices down
Closure of main processors
Seasonal reduction in processors’ quotas
Seasonal unpredictability
Bass Strait shipping costs & Melbourne port tax
Loss of Agricultural culture
Retail:
Arrival of chain stores in Kentish
Economic downturn
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General actions:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on 4 top industries – 80:20 rule
Most of the traditional main industries are in decline: look for opportunities in
emerging industries, and opportunities for growth in industries that have traditionally
been “secondary’’ in Kentish.
Local distinctiveness
Actions/networks that stimulate economic growth. This could include business
incubation, local government policy settings, infrastructure, services provision,
incentives, and measures that foster collaboration and innovation.
Create an innovative& collaborative culture
Build an economy that is more robust and resiient by creating greater diversity of
business type & greater diversity of markets serviced by those businesses
Build an economy that is flexible to change, and that can identify opportunities as they
arise, not after they have arrived (pro-actiove, not reactive).
Development that builds on community assets and strengths, or overcomes weaknesses
or threats
Development that meets present needs and opportunities but that considers future
megatrends
More shoulder season/off-season activities to draw visitors (includes festivals & events)
More permanent attractions
Maximise local benefit from sport & rec activities in region
Build strong, integrated supply chains. these are broadly considered to be the best way
to provide strong, resilient economy
Directory of manufacturers/skills profile/ Map the local supply chains. Then have a page
on website, or a booklet. See http://www.columbusareachamber.com/
Build paddock-to-plate/food bowl experience
New crops
New uses/markets for traditional crops
Downstream processing/value-adding
Work with stakeholders to leverage emerging dairy opportunities
Kentish or regional food brand
Encourage local people to buy locally
Identify and promote retail & service business opportunities
Identify and promote mining opportunities
Develop adventure tourism hub
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Strategic:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on 4 key tourism sectors: art, food, adventure tourism, wilderness/wildlife
Underpin 4 cornerstones above with general environment of history/heritage
(history by itself is hard to monetize so not a good focus as a key attractor)
Increase diversity of Kentish tourism & retail experience
Build more diverse attractions
Increase diversity of Kentish tourism market
Build Kentish municipality as a destination
Take advantage of synergies of Cradle-Coast Marketing Group (Ken, Dev, Lat, CC)
Leverage off Cradle Mountain traffic

Existing events/attractions:
Short-term:
•
•
•
•

Work with existing events & attractions to improve governance, regulatory and
marketing activities
Mural Fest, Steam Fest, Taste of NW –find ways to link in businesses “not
benefiting’’
Kentish Arts Festival: Continue inclusive approach relating to Wilmot & Railton
Improve online marketing of existing attractions & events

Medium term:
•
•
•
•
•

Build on uniqueness/boutique nature of Sheffield attractions: e.g. World of Marbles,
Seashells, Galendoor
Implement Mount Roland: Developing a Destination Strategy
Improve activity opportunities at lakes Barrington, Paloona and Cethana
Build Cradle Mountain gateway advantages
Position Kentish as potential weekend getaway for Melbourne residents
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New events/attractions:
Short-term:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Develop a more diverse and robust tourism industry that has strong local, state,
interstate and international markets; a greater diversity of attractions and a more
integrated network
Develop more art attractions
Develop food-based tourism offering (Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail)
Ferry traffic – encourage more 1st stop/last stop traffic from Sprit ferries by
highlighting short & half-day activities before boarding
“World husband rolling championships’’ (or other unique event that will generate
media publicity and a national profile)
Develop new attractions and events to position Kentish as the preferred venue for
North-West Visiting Friends and Relatives market

Medium-term:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adventure tourism hub
World-class mountain bike and family cycling park
Diversify “arts’’ experience to encompass more than murals
Diversify murals experience
Build food-based tourism experience (Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail)
Develop more shoulder season/low season events
o Art (because it is indoors)
o Winter solstice dinner in Sheffield with pagan trappings, entertainment in
restaurants, street performers
o Mud run – Sheffield to Railton along Tasmania Trail
o Oddball event – could involve mud or rain – good option for Railton or
Wilmot?
Build loop road day trip offerings (eg Latrobe-Railton-Sheffield-Spreyton; SpreytonSheffield-Wilmot-Forth)
Build integrated packages
Develop cruise ship day trips (liaise with Burnie Sports & Events)
Investigate caravan park /camping ground in Sheffield
New event for Wilmot
New event for Railton (Railton grand prix; Railton car rally; Tassie As Day)
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Marketing & Promotion:
Short-term:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Leverage off Cradle Mtn
o Online: digital taglines
o interstate & international profile
o Passing traffic to Cradle
Address competition from Launceston & Deloraine who are now pitching themselves
as “gateway to Cradle Mtn’’
Work with NW RTO, DCMG and Tourism Tasmania on promotion strategy
Assist industry to migrate to digital marketing
Shift Kentish promotion focus to digital
Signage:
o Investigate information bays at town’s east & west entry points
o Fingerpoint sign in centre of town (opposite Visitor Information Centre
entry?)
o Address signage for rural accommodation & other attractions
Designated annual Kentish promotion in Tasmanian newspapers in lead-up to peak
event season (March)
Review Kentish brochure & map strategy
Celebrity visits:
o Get celebrity soccer players over – they would be anonymous here, so can
properly relax, and walk into the general store & not be recognized.
o Get a few of those, they tell their friends and suddenly a number of bigspenders are visiting
(See digital section for other Marketing & Promotion plans)

Medium-term:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure Kentish has sufficient profile to be “known’’ by visitors before they get here
Place Kentish in Tourism Tasmania and independent Asia marketing
Improve Kentish tourism website
Engage in special media promotion of Kentish
Entice film, TV and advertisement filming to Kentish (free publicity)
Attract TV & radio food & travel shows to region (free publicity)
Highlight Kentish’s stories, characters and heritage in marketing
Build image and video library
Assist Kentish tourism industry to become digital-ready and embrace digital
marketing
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Markets:
Local:
•
•
•
•

Develop Kentish as top destination for North-West Visiting Friends and Relatives
market
Review cross-promotion & on-selling activities among operators in municipality
Leverage off Cradle Mountain brand (particularly via DCMG)
Develop food, art, adventure tourism and mountain bike attractions in manner that
also attracts locals

Tasmanian:
•

Make Kentish the place Tasmanians first think of as a place for long weekends,
domestic holidays, building on a greater diversity of recreation opportunity, fun &
uniqueness
• Develop food, art, adventure tourism and mountain bike attractions in manner that
also attracts Tasmanians (not just mainland/international focus)
• Build collaborative marketing networks for like and mutually beneficial businesses
(also see networking & collaboration)
• Review promotion onboard Spirit ferries and at Melbourne & Devonport terminals
• Ensure Kentish part of Visiting Journalists Program
• Develop Kentish tour guides (inc. sections for short walks; waterfalls; mountain
vistas; getting into it; getting away from it; food; art; wildlife)
• Radar Promotions
• Write articles/photos/video for local publications (newspapers, magazines, tourism
magazines)
• Review promotion in other VICs

Interstate:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build Kentish profile and brand awareness among interstate (Tourism Tasmania
Motivations Research Survey March 2011 ``showed a low level of awareness of
experiences that were available outside Hobart and Cradle Mountain’’)
Get Kentish into Visiting Journalists Program
Collaborative marketing with DCMG
Write articles/photos/video
Review Kentish presence on Spirit ferries
Review availability/success of marketing/promotion services for visitors before they
arrive
Review profile of Kentish in NW RTO and Tourism Tas campaigns
Build a tourism industry that is Asia-ready
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International:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist Kentish tourism industry to become Asia-ready
Selective Asian marketing
Embrace digital medium to promote Kentish internationally
Write articles/photos/video for international publications
Review availability/success of marketing/promotion services for visitors before they
arrive
Asian tourism:
o We need literature in simplified Chinese
o Asians rush about – Sheffield to Hobart in a day (maybe we could build tours
to cater for that – short/quick tours & day trips)

Digital:
Short-term:
•

•
•

Build new website: (mobile-responsive; attractions; accommodation; events;
calendar; map of district (with times between places); video; picture galleries;
historical stories & characters; unique & unusual attractions; complete Kentish
business & services list (include details of what they sell, opening times, address,
contact details, links to their websites etc); wildlife; suggested itineraries by theme
Put locals’ pics & video of district on website (kind of like the ``Nothing Like
Australia’’ campaign which has stolen my thunder)
Embrace TVIN app or build Kentish-specific app

Medium-term:
•
•

•

Digital information and networking centre (see Networking section)
Develop social media presence:
o Facebook
o Clips on YouTube (and vlogs) of wildlife, nature, murals, annual
events, Mt Roland, stories and characters of Kentish and cool shops
(school??)
Review SOE and Tag optimization
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Leisurely tourism prospects:
Star gazing/astronomy

Camping

Wine & beer tours (vineyards, brewery + 2
pubs stock specialties)

SAV mecca:

Food

•
•

Bird watching

•

Fishing

A growth industry
Visitors who will stay (and spend)
for an extended period
A market naturally drawn to the
kind of thing Kentish offers –
quiet, serenity, slow pace

Adventure tourism prospects:
4WD safaris

Luge

Helicopter flights

Wilderness safaris

Wilderness retreat

Walking safaris

High Country discovery
trail

Horse riding safaris

Jet Boat (Mersey at

Road motorcycle tour
base

Abseiling

Railton or Kimberley)

Old trainline to Roland

Rock climbing

Canyoning

History/heritage

Hang gliding

Cycling

Rural experience

Caving

Bungee jumping

White water rafting

Sky diving

Gate to Cradle Mtn and
Walls of Jerusalem

Kayaking

Guided walks base

Wildlife walk

Tree top walk

Walking track to Walls

Cruise ship day trips &
overnight stays

Flying fox
Mountain biking
Trail bike
riding/quadbiking

& Cradle Mtn
Walks on smaller hills
(Badgers & Wilmot
great views)

Canyoning

Mountain biking

Hot air ballooning

Tree Swings

Fishing
Fishing guides base
Specialty timbers
RV tourism
Cruise ship day trips
Indigenous wildlife tours
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Summary of scores achieved in Future Filter on main community ideas:

Specific actions: General
Community thinktank

42

Roving Retailer

37

Mining

42

Promote seasonal jobs

37

Opportunities register

42

Axe council fees & charges

36

More development on lakes

38

Improved health services

36

Film/photography production firms

36

Buy local campaign

35

(not Lake Barrington)
Sport & rec facilities

38

Attract residents for lifestyle

38

Specific actions: Agriculture
Find new crops

44

New markets for traditional crops

43

China/Asia market

42

Dairy

41

Online produce market

41

Kentish food brand

40

Local produce shop

40

Fresh produce focus

39

Sell local focus

39

Viticulture

38

Poppies
37
Food trail

37

Organics

37

Low yield hi margin crops

37

Hemp

36

Direct sales to retailers

36

Support local producers campaign

36

Beef

36

Farm gate sales trail

35
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Specific actions: Tourism
Adventure tourism
Food-based attractions

50
48

Focus on boosting off/shoulder season 42
Bushwalking

42

Locals/VFR market

46

Target Asia market

41

Promote loop roads

45

Bike & car touring promotion

41

Promote day trips

45

Improved local operator networks

41

Historical attractions

41

More events & festivals

40

Waterfalls tour

40

More permanent attractions

39

Online marketing

39

Major equestrian event

39

Target bus tour companies

39

Mountainbiking
45
Promote two-day visits

44

Art-based attractions

44

More murals

43

Wildlife focus

43

Mt Roland

43

RVs

43

More marketing

38

Guided experiences

37

Markers of Interest

38

Promote seasonal jobs

37

Adult activity park

38

Oddball event

36

Dusk & dawn activities

38

Regular steam train opening

36

Winter solstice event

38

Farm experiences

36

New quirky branding

38

Kentish visitor “passport’’

35

Cable car

38

Christmas lights town

35

Improve town visitor services

38

Night markets

35

Backpackers

38

Gold panning at Moina

35

Highland heritage

37
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Image: Hay bales and Mt Roland, Browns Hill Rd, Kentish, Tasmania. Courtesy Kelly Slater

Kentish Economic
Development
Strategy
2014 - 2019

Document Index: hyper-linked
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Kentish Economic Profile
Kentish Economic Development Strategy (general)
Agriculture Development Strategy
Retail Development Strategy
Tourism Development Strategy
Lorinna Development Strategy
Railton development Strategy
Wilmot development Strategy

The Kentish Economic Development Strategy is a suite of eight documents that build a
five-year plan for economic development in the Kentish municipality, 2014-19. The
Strategy first identifies the foundation on which the future economy can be built (Kentish
Economic Profile 2013, separate document). It does so by analysing the drivers and
characteristics of the present Kentish economy, including its strengths and assets,
weaknesses, threats and opportunities, as well as identifying external influences on the
Kentish economy exerted by regional, state and national economies.
A vision for what the Kentish economy could look like in 2019 was then established,
based on the values, principles and expressed hopes of the Kentish community.
Then, a series of actions were established that could bridge the gap between the current
economy and the desired 2019 Kentish economy. These actions were informed by
community attitudes, values and principles; regional economic theory; an analysis of the
economic tools and assets Kentish has at its disposal; and an assessment of the
weaknesses, threats and obstacles that constrain Kentish’s capacity to meet the vision.
The outcome was five economic objectives, to be achieved by 2019. The Vision, the five
objectives, and the general actions to achieve them, are contained in this document
(Kentish Economic Strategy, 2014-19). A supporting suite of six documents identified
specific actions to achieve the five objectives.
The Kentish Economic Strategy documents:
1. The Kentish Economic Profile, 2013 provides a snapshot of the existing economy
and provides the data and evidence to support the case for the actions identified
in this document, and the six specific action plans.
2. Kentish Economic Development Strategy (general): This document presents the
vision and the five central objectives, as well as general actions that can be taken
across the municipality to achieve them.
3. The general strategy is underpinned by six specific action plans. Three plans focus
tourism, agriculture and retail, which were identified as the three most significant
industries in Kentish for their present economic contribution, levels of
employment, and growth prospects. The other three specific plans focus on the
geographic regions of Railton, Wilmot and Lorinna, which were identified as
having a particular need for economic assistance. The six specific action plans
are contained in separate documents and should be viewed as supplementary
documents to this general economic strategy.
Document index:

1. Kentish Economic Profile
2. Kentish Economic Development Strategy
(general)
3. Agriculture Development Strategy
4. Retail Development Strategy

5.Tourism Development Strategy
6. Lorinna Development Strategy
7. Railton development Strategy
8. Wilmot development Strategy

1

The Kentish Economic Development Strategy 2014-19 recognises that an economy is a
tool for social development, and includes social, economic and environmental
considerations. An economy also does not exist in isolation and this Strategy has a
strong focus on how the Kentish economy (and its strengths, assets, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) fit within the context of the North-West, Tasmanian, national
and global economies.
This Strategy is intended to build a snapshot of the existing Kentish economy, identify
what Kentish residents would like the Kentish economy to look like in 2019, then plots a
course to exploit identified assets and opportunities and overcome identified weaknesses
and threats, to achieve that goal. The Strategy does this by presenting a snapshot of the
existing Kentish economy (Kentish Economic Profile, document 1), then proposes a set
of general actions relevant to all industries and geographic locations (Kentish Economic
Strategy – general, document 2) and then also delivers six specific action plans for three
priority industries and three priority geographic locations, which were identified as
needing specific attention (see documents 3-8).
This process resulted in the development of an economic vision – established through a
community consultation process – and five “objectives’’ that reflect what Kentish
residents would like their local economy to look like in 2019. The general actions
(contained in this document) and the specific actions (contained in the six industry and
locational action plans) are on-the-ground steps intended to achieve those objectives.

The Kentish Economic Strategy was developed using quantitative data and qualitative
data, to provide a comprehensive analysis of what we have to work with, a
comprehensive assessment of our economic opportunities, threats and assets, and to
understand how the Kentish economy fits with the economies and strategies that
surround it.
Data collection:
Quantitative data:
Quantitative data was sourced as evidence for assessment of the Kentish community and
its economy. Further, quantitative data informed decision-making on Kentish’s assets,
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, gaps and potential competitive
advantages.
Data was sourced from:
• Australian Bureau of Statistics
• Federal and state government departments
• ABARES
• Kentish Asset Map
• Kentish SWOT Analysis
• Asset map and SWOT analysis on Tier 1 industries
• Strategic assessment: Analysis of the strategies of relevant industry bodies,
governments and regional authorities
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Qualitative data:
A more nuanced picture of the Kentish economy was then provided by qualitative data,
sourced from:
• Six-week Community Panel workshop comprising Kentish business identities and
residents representing different industries and population areas
• Community Survey (Kentish Chronicle, February 2013 edition)
• Individual interviews with individual Kentish residents and business operators
• Kentish Council Community Meetings in Wilmot, Railton, Lorinna and Acacia Hills
• Discussions with regional bodies and state and federal government departments
Business Panel workshops comprised six two-hour sessions in which participants
explored: what Kentish’s economy looks like today; a look back at why it is that way
(and if those influences are still relevant); potential future economic influences and
opportunities; vision, values and goals; and a strategy to achieve the objectives.
Individual interviews were also conducted with some Kentish business figures.
The Community Survey was published in the February 2013 edition of the Kentish
Chronicle, to glean local knowledge and ideas This was distributed to all 2216
households in the Kentish municipality and 13 surveys were returned.
Participants at the bi-annual Kentish Council Community Meetings highlighted their
priorities for economic development in Kentish at the September-October 2013 round of
community meetings. About 8-12 residents attended each of the four meetings.
Desktop analysis of government and industry strategies provided a perspective on
regional and state strategies, opportunities and threats that may influence Kentish.
A draft of the Kentish Economic Development Strategy 2014-19 was assessed by the
Kentish Council Economic Development Committee to ensure it reflected the values and
ambitions of elected representatives.
Deciding on a course of action:
Once the community’s goals were set, and Kentish’s assets and strengths, weaknesses
and threats were identified, a list of potential opportunities was formed. A “futurefiltering’’ process determined which of the opportunities had greatest potential.
Future Filter steps:
1. Identify all potential opportunities
2. Identify which of those opportunities are feasible for Kentish:
a) Assessment of internal factors: e.g. correlation to assets and strengths;
absence of gaps, weaknesses or threats
b) Assessment of external influences: e.g correlation to positive or negative
megatrends, alignment with regional, state and federal government and
industry strategies
3. The resulting list of feasible opportunities was then assessed against a matrix to
rank them, from greatest potential to least potential (Appendix C). The matrix
measured the benefit of each industry or idea against the parameters:
achievability; cost; fit against existing need; fit against existing strengths, assets
and opportunities; fit against existing weaknesses and threats; presence of a
short or long-term benefit; size of benefit; urgency of action; uniqueness,
innovation and replicability; and strategic fit in relation to surrounding strategies.
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Kentish Council Strategic Plan:
This Economic Development Strategy is guided by the principles and objectives of the
Kentish Council Strategic Plan 2014‐2024. It is aligned with that document’s strategic
vision:

Kentish is known as a distinctive place where people want to live; for
its caring community that celebrates the arts; diversity; its awesome
natural environment; and its vibrant local economy.
This economic strategy is also aligned with the Kentish Strategic Plan 2009-14 financial
sustainability objectives:
Objective 1: Infrastructure: Our population growth is supported through public
infrastructure, land use and development strategies that create a connected
sustainable and accessible community.
Objective 2: Economic and Community Development: A strong local economy
improves local employment opportunities and provides a broader range of
services, facilities and infrastructure to the benefit of both the business and
residential sectors. The range and quality of community services and events
offered within the area plays a key role in making the Kentish area a special place
to live by fostering community pride and involvement.
Objective 3: Governance and organizational development: High quality,
professional governance and leadership, together with effective administration of
Council resources, are essential to the success of the Council.
Objective 4: Planning and Development: The Council will aim for long term
planning and development that is guided by a balance between economic, social
and environmental objectives.
Tourism:
The tourism aspects of the Economic Development Strategy reflect those of the Cradle
Coast Destination Management Plan and are intended to address and advance the
objectives and desired outcomes of that plan. This Strategy also reflects and intends to
advance the objectives of other tourism-based strategies, detailed below.

Agriculture:
Agricultural aspects of the Kentish Economic Strategy are intended to advance the
findings and recommendations of the Regional Agricultural Development Strategy for
North-West Tasmania (2014). This Strategy also reflects and intends to advance the
objectives of other agriculture industry and industry sector strategies, detailed below.
Economic development:
This Strategy reflects and advances the findings and objectives of the North-West
Economic Development Plan, 2013.
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In addition to the four cornerstone strategic documents, identified above, the Kentish
Economic Strategy also addresses, and seeks to advance, the objectives of the following
strategies:
• Mt Roland: Developing a Destination, Kentish Council
• Mt Roland: Blueprint for Development, Kentish Council
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Railton Tourism Strategy, 2004, Kentish Council
Tasmanian Economic Development Plan, Dept of Economic Development, 2012
The Tasmanian Skills Strategy 2008-2015: Themes and Actions (2013 - 2015),
Skills Tasmania, 2008
Tasmanian Small Business Strategy, 2011, Department of Economic
Development, 2011
Structural Change in the Tasmanian Economy, Department of Treasury and
Finance, 2013
Tourism Tasmania Strategic Plan 2010-13, Tourism Tasmania, 2010
Tourism 21, 2007-10, Tourism Tasmania, 2007, plus update 2013
Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture Strategic Plan, 2012-16, Tasmanian Institute
of Agriculture, 2011
Tasmanian Food and Beverage Industry Scorecard 2010-11, Department of
Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment, 2012
Tasmanian Dairy Industry Strategic Plan, 2011-15, Tasmanian Dairy Industry
Reference Group, 2011
DEEWR Regional Projections – Five-Year Change, Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations, 2013
Regional Profile for Tasmania, Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations, 2007

Community consultation resulted in the development of the following economic
vision for Kentish.

A resilient, diverse, sustainable and adaptable economy that retains
our unique identity and leverages our assets to ensure Kentish
is a desirable place to work, live, invest and play

The Vision was guided by the following values and principles, as expressed by Kentish
community representatives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Economic growth is not an end in itself, but a means to an end. Community
development is the goal, economic development is a tool to achieve it;
Economic development should benefit Kentish residents;
To encourage development that is environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable;
To encourage development that creates supplementary economic opportunities in
Kentish (such as downstream processing, value-adding and local supply chains);
To focus on economic activity that is employment-intensive;
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6.
7.
8.

A vibrant, diverse and integrated micro-economy is less vulnerable to global
economic shifts;
An economically sustainable economy is best achieved through leveraging
competitive and collaborative advantages, rather than collaborative advantage;
Innovative products and processes can create competitive advantage in regions.
Innovation can be created through networks, which breed collaboration.

Community consultation, stakeholder input, and an analysis of regional economic theory,
led to agreement on five key principles that should guide Kentish Council’s economic
development actions.

1. Building Kentish
• Use economic development to foster Kentish community development

2. Sustainable Kentish
• Grow an economy that is environmentally, socially and economically sustainable
• Support development that meets present needs and opportunities without reducing the
capacity of future generations to meet theirs
• Support development that considers future megatrends

3. Resilient Kentish
• Improve resilience of Kentish economy
a. Develop a proactive, not reactive, economy
b. close connectivity to research and knowledge networks
c. Focus on industries that are less vulnerable to macro-economic threats
d. Integration into regional economic objectives
• Improve diversity of Kentish economy
a. maximise the local supply chain
b. Develop new products for traditional industries
c. Identify and leverage emerging and new opportunities
d. Identify and develop new industries
e. Identify and support value-adding opportunities
•
Increase integration of Kentish economy
•
Assist Kentish economy to become more self-sustaining

4. Competitive Kentish
•
•

Build a Kentish economy based on competitive advantage
Build competitive advantage by fostering a culture of networking, collaboration, innovation
and creativity

5. Supportive Kentish
•
•
•
•

Promote Kentish business, industry and employment
Support and lobby for Kentish businesses and industry
Be a can-do council
Be an active and engaged local bureaucracy
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Objective 1: Building Kentish
Principles:
• Economic growth is not an end in itself, but a means to an end. Community development
is the goal, economic development is a tool to achieve it
Objective:
• Use economic development to foster Kentish community development

Strategy

Action

Measure

Timeline

Use economic growth to
raise living standards of
Kentish residents

Consider potential
positive or negative
community impact when
assessing development
applications and
economic actions

Average taxable income
of Kentish residents

Annual review

Number Kentish
residents on government
income

Annual review

Number Kentish
residents in poverty line

Use economy as lever for
population growth

Use economy as lever for
employment growth

Annual review

Improve employment,
income and skills-growth
opportunities for Kentish
residents

Average hours worked,
per Kentish resident

Annual review

Number youth (age 1519) in study or
employment

Annual review

Assist businesses secure
opportunities that
generate new
employment and new
economic activity

Jobs in Kentish
municipality

Annual review

Number of employing
businesses in Kentish

Annual review

Encourage economic
activity that encourages
population growth

Kentish population

Annual review

Number of building
permits per annum

Annual review

School enrolments

Annual review

Number of jobs in
Kentish

Annual review

Encourage economic
activity, industries and
business that are
employment-intensive

Unemployment rate

Annual review
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Objective 2: Sustainable Kentish
Principles:
• Value social, cultural, environmental and economic aspects as inter-related dimensions of
the Kentish economy
•

Foster a medium to long-term strategic approach to economic development

Objectives:
• Grow an economy that is environmentally, socially and economically sustainable
•

Support development that meets present needs and opportunities without reducing the
capacity of future generations to meet theirs

•

Support development that considers future megatrends

Strategy

Action

Measure

Timeline

Provide opportunity for
Kentish residents to
comment on major
development proposals

Reported instances of
negative impact on
residents from economic
activity:

Annual review

Social sustainability:
Encourage and support
development that meets
the values of Kentish
residents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist to find solutions
to developments that
may have a negative
impact on the values and
lifestyles of Kentish
residents

Consider values and
aspirations of the Kentish
community when
addressing development
opportunities

excessive noise;
traffic congestion;
road deterioration;
Loss of community
services/facilities;
Loss of amenity
health issues from
economic activity
Environmental
impacts

Annual review

Successful resolutions to
complaints

Annual review

Unsuccessful resolutions
to complaints

Annual review

Change in volume of
natural resources
available for
production/use

Ongoing

Environmental sustainability:
Support developments
that have a positive or
neutral impact on the
natural environment

Audit natural values
before developments are
approved
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Assist to find solutions
to developments that
may have a negative
impact on the natural
environment

Work with proponent
and opponents to
mitigate negative
environmental impacts

Reported instances of:
• poor air quality
• poor water quality or
non-availability for
residences

Annual review

Loss of native flora and
fauna due to economic
activity

Annual review

Number of successful
resolutions

Annual review

Number of cases of failed
or no resolution

Annual review

Average household
income in Kentish, per
annum

Annual review

People in poverty in
Kentish

Annual review

Households in financial
stress

Annual review

Average weekly income
of Kentish residents

Annual review

A more diverse economy
with increased number of
businesses in Tier 1 & 2
industries

Annual review

Number of business
closures

Annual review

Number of new Kentish
businesses

Annual review

Economic sustainability:
Improve economic
sustainability of Kentish
economy

Assist to increase
strength and resilience of
Kentish economy, its
industries, and individual
businesses (see
Objectives 3-5, below)
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Objective 3: Resilient Kentish
Principles:
• A local economy is less vulnerable to macro-economic shifts if it is prepared for change,
informed of change as it happens, diverse and integrated
•

Economic diversity is a key component of economic resilience

Objectives:
• Improve resilience of Kentish economy
o Develop a proactive, not reactive, economy;
o close connectivity to research and knowledge networks;
o Focus on industries that are less vulnerable to macro-economic threats;
o Integration into regional economic objectives;
•

Improve diversity of Kentish economy
o maximise the local supply chain;
o Develop new products for traditional industries;
o Identify and leverage emerging and new opportunities;
o Identify and develop new industries;
o Identify and support value-adding opportunities

•
•
•
•

Increase integration of Kentish economy
Assist Kentish economy to become more self-sustaining
Encourage downstream processing and value-adding
Foster local supply chains

Strategy

Action

Measure

Timeline

Assist businesses to
connect to knowledge
and forecasts that
identify change (on
global, national, state
and regional scales)

Establish Kentish
Innovation Network that
includes regular & timely
information from
Kentish, North-West,
state and national
knowledge generators

Network established by
August 2014

Identify opportunities,
threats and changes in
key industries

Dissemination of
information about
opportunities and threats

Ongoing

Connect businesses to
opportunities; establish
strategies to mitigate
negative change

Active engagement of
businesses and provision
of relevant information
to them

Ongoing

Assist local businesses to
diversify markets,

Established links to
Asian, mainland and

Ongoing

Resilience:
Foster a flexible and
adaptive economy that
is proactive (not
reactive) to change

Networking process
ongoing

Diversity:
Diversify Markets
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customer base and range
of goods and services

Tasmanian suppliers,
markets and valueadding opportunities

Assist to increase Kentish
supply of goods and
services sold locally

Increased production
and sales activity that is
linked to Kentish
retailing

Assist to increase Kentish
supply to Tasmanian
markets

Increased business
activity related to
Tasmanian markets

Assist to increase Kentish
supply to mainland
markets

Increased business
activity related to
mainland markets

Assist to increase Kentish
supply to Asian markets

Increase Kentish exports
to Asia

Identify and assist local
business to access new
markets for existing
products and services

Number of businesses
who find new markets
for existing products

Ongoing

Identify and promote
cross-sector business
opportunities (e.g. farm
tourism; art tourism;
retail links to local
agriculture and tourism;
service provision by
goods retailers)

Increased crosspromotion and stocking
of Kentish products and
services in Kentish
businesses

Ongoing

Explore opportunities for
collaborative mail order
supply, internet shopping
and transport of goods to
distant buyers

Kentish Innovation Group
to oversee mutual
supply, marketing,
procurement etc

September 2014

Diversify products and
services

Assist Kentish business
develop new products

Number of known
instances of new Kentishproduced products

Ongoing

Attract new businesses
to Kentish

Undertake a Kentish
economic profile to
create a database of
assets and capabilities

Completion of Kentish
Economic Profile

Kentish Economic
Profile update in
September 2015 and
September 2017

Number of business
closures per annum

Annual review

Number of new Kentish
businesses per annum

Annual review

No. of development
applications approved
and rejected by Council

Annual review
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Fill gaps in economy

Identify gaps and
weaknesses in Kentish
goods and services
provision

Develop Kentish
Opportunities Register
on council website

September 2014

Support economic
activity that closes gaps
in Kentish services &
goods

Closure of identified gaps
in service and goods
provision in Kentish

Ongoing

Identify external
businesses suited to the
community’s needs

Start-up of new
businesses in Kentish

Ongoing
September 2014

Promote economic
opportunities in Kentish

Kentish Opportunities
Register

Assist to transform
micro-business, homebased industry and
personal hobbies into
small business

Number of new
businesses registered in
Kentish 2014-2019

Ongoing

Identify and promote
downstream processing,
value-adding and local
supply chain
opportunities for
Kentish goods and
services (including
waste and by-products)

Establish Kentish
Opportunities Register

Ongoing

Foster local supply chains
and value-adding to
maximise reticulation of
dollars entering local
economy

Increased local
procurement of goods
and services

Ongoing

Integrated economy
Develop integrated local
industries with local
suppliers and local
markets
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Objective 4: Competitive Kentish
Principles:
• Regional economic development is best achieved by focusing on competitive advantages
• Regional economic advantage can be created through: a) comparative advantage (the
existence of natural resources, or a locational advantage; b) competitive advantage (what
is done to value-add to that comparative advantage) or; c) constructed advantage
(through networking and collaboration to create innovative outcomes);
• Innovative products and processes can create competitive advantage in regions. Networks
breed collaboration, which often results in innovation and creativity.
Objectives:
•
•

Build a Kentish economy based on competitive advantage
Build competitive advantage by fostering a culture of networking, collaboration,
innovation and creativity

Strategy

Action

Measure

Timeline

Influence pre-conditions
of economic growth to
ensure Kentish is a
competitive region from
which to do business

Identify Kentish’s
competitive advantages
and disadvantages

Kentish Competitiveness
Audit

Create and improve
Kentish competitive
advantages

Identify and exploit
comparative advantages
(what we have) to create
competitive advantage
(what we do with them)

Kentish Competitiveness
Audit

Give priority to Kentish
businesses and industry
that enjoy a competitive
advantage, or that are
likely to create a
competitive advantage

Assistance to business
operating in industries
identified in Kentish
Competitiveness Audit
as having competitive
advantage

2019

Identify and promote
competitive advantages
that may assist in
attracting new business

Kentish Competitiveness
Audit

December 2014

Lobby for local and state
government policy
settings that support
businesses to develop a
competitive advantage

Lobbying activity

Ongoing

Support infrastructure
and services that
increase competitiveness

Solutions to identified
infrastructure & service
deficiencies

2019

December 2014

December 2014
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Foster development that
overcomes Kentish’s
competitive
disadvantages,
weaknesses and threats

Identify disadvantages,
weaknesses and threats,
including infrastructure,
service, technological
and human capital (skills)

Kentish Competitiveness
Strategy

Ongoing

Develop strategy to
overcome identified
disadvantages and
constraints to economic
development

Completion of Kentish
Competitiveness Strategy

Business skills

Assist Kentish businesses
to procure education,
business skills, mentoring

Disseminate business
skills development
opportunities

Build competitive
advantage through
networking,
collaboration,
innovation and creativity

Develop a Community
Thinktank/Innovation
Group to discuss and
advance creative
solutions to obstacles
and opportunities

Establishment of Kentish
Innovation Network

September 2014

Assist Kentish residents
to develop innovative
business ideas

Number of businesses
and individuals assisted
with innovative ideas

Ongoing

Foster “entrepreneur
mentoring’’

Number businesses
linked to mentoring
assistance

Ongoing

Networking,
collaboration and
partnerships

Develop a network that
includes, as required:
• Relevant Kentish
businesses and
stakeholders;
• external businesses,
industries, markets,
suppliers;
• government agencies;
• industry and
community groups;
• business support
services;
• Research and
knowledge-generators
• other relevant
stakeholders

Establishment of Kentish
Innovation Network that
includes actors identified,
at left, as relevant

December 2014

Collaboration

Assist Kentish businesses
to develop collaborative
marketing, procurement,
administration and
market supply

Increased collaboration
among Kentish
businesses through
Kentish Innovation
Network

Ongoing

Identify by December
2014
Review annually

Ongoing
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Collaborative crossselling

Identify opportunities for
and assist crosspromotion between local
businesses, local
producers, local artists
and crafters, local food
and produce, retailers,
accommodation, local
services, and tourism
attractions

Coordinated cross-selling
system among Kentish
businesses

December 2014

Increased use of local
produce in food outlets
Increased promotion of
Kentish businesses in
other Kentish businesses
Increased presence of
local art and craft in
Kentish businesses

Foster innovation &
entrepreneurship

Develop networking and
collaboration processes
to encourage innovation

Establish Kentish
Innovation Network

September 2014

Assist Kentish businesses
and individuals with
innovative ideas,
including connection to
government and
commercial services, and
groups that can assist to
realise the idea

Fruition of innovative
ideas, products and
services in Kentish

Ongoing

Launch “Enterprising
Ideas’’ competition for
Kentish residents

Establishment of
“Enterprising Ideas’’
competition

To begin 2015

Develop innovation and
entrepreneurship
program for Kentish
youth, to encourage
entrepreneurial thinking
Help link the winner to
services that can help
realise their idea

Assist proponent to
access relevant
assistance
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Objective 5: Supportive Kentish
Principles:
• Kentish Council help to support, lobby for and promote Kentish business and workers, and
connect Kentish business and workers to expansion opportunities
Objectives:
• Promote Kentish business, industry and employment
• Support and lobby for Kentish businesses and industry
• Be a can-do council
• An active and engaged local bureaucracy

Strategy

Action

Measure

Timeline

Support and lobby for
local industries,
businesses and
employees

Council be an active
advocate for Kentish
businesses, workers and
residents

Advocacy of Kentish
capacity to stakeholders
outside Kentish

Ongoing

Lobby on regulations and
laws that negatively
impact on Kentish
businesses

Advocacy on behalf of
Kentish business

Connect Kentish
businesses to
government funding and
training opportunities

Monthly monitoring of
grants, funds and
opportunities and
disseminate to
businesses

Ongoing

Promote advantages of
Kentish as a place to do
business, work and invest

Promotion of Kentish in
business and industry
networks

Ongoing

Attract new residents by
promoting advantages of
living in Kentish

Increase in Kentish
population

Annual review

Promote Kentish
businesses and industry

Promote Kentish
businesses and industry
through Kentish Business
Directory (including
online version) and
engage with online and
traditional media
promotional
opportunities

Completion of print and
online Kentish Business
Directory

Annual updates of
Business Directory

Improve local patronage
of local business

Buy Local campaign (for
residents and businesses)

Establishment of Buy
Local campaign

September 2014

Provide online
information on local

Provision of information
on

Promote Kentish

December 2014
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Provide a supportive
local bureaucracy

Regionally engaged
approach to Kentish
development

goods, services, skills and
capacities

www.kentish.tas.gov.au

Develop a reputation as a
supportive, can-do
council that “goes the
extra distance’’ to assist
local businesses and that
assists to find solutions
to obstacles

Council to employ a
proactive, supportive and
flexible attitude applying
regulations and by-laws

Assist businesses and
industries to access
business development
services

Number of Kentish
businesses undertaking
development assistance

Foster a co-ordinated
regional approach to
economic development
that links to regional and
state strategies, support
networks and
opportunities

Engage with regional
bodies and statewide
business groups and
stakeholders

Ongoing

Council to be proactive in
finding solutions to
economic activities with
social and environmental
implications

Ongoing
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Agriculture
Development
Strategy
A 5-year Action Plan
2014-19

Document Index:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

hyper-linked

Kentish Economic Profile
Kentish Economic Development Strategy (general)
Agriculture Development Strategy
Retail Development Strategy
Tourism Development Strategy
Lorinna Development Strategy
Railton development Strategy
Wilmot development Strategy

This Action Plan proposes a blueprint to guide the long-term sustainable planning and
design of Kentish as an agriculture, viticulture, food and beverage hub through the years
2014-2019.
The Plan assesses the current operating environment; proposes objectives for this fiveyear period; then proposes a series of actions that achieve those objectives by
leveraging existing assets and strengths, overcoming existing weaknesses and threats
and developing new assets and strengths.
The goals, and strategy, were produced after community consultation, asset mapping
and SWOT Analysis of the industry in Kentish, and an assessment of regional economic
theory. For data and assumptions, see Kentish Economic Profile (document 1).

1.

Diversify opportunities for Kentish agriculture and food producers

2. Develop new markets for existing Kentish products
3. Develop new food and beverage-based products in Kentish
4. Develop downstream processing and value-adding opportunities
5. Increase employment in Kentish agriculture and food sector
6. Showcase Kentish produce locally
7. Improve networking among Kentish food & beverage producers; between Kentish
stakeholders and external stakeholders; and between Kentish producers and customers
8. Assist expansion of viticulture and beverage micro-businesses
9. Focus on opportunities that build on Kentish strengths
10. Council an active lobbyist on issues of importance to Kentish agriculture sector
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Industry development:
•

Develop Kentish Agriculture Innovation Group to improve networking and collaboration
between Kentish producers; between Kentish agriculture identities and external goods,
service, knowledge, skills and research providers; to customers; and to connect Kentish
producers to opportunities, markets, knowledge and skills

•

Identify new supply chain opportunities in Kentish

•

Promote agricultural opportunities in Kentish

•

Lobby for and on behalf of Kentish agriculture, food and beverage businesses

•

Explore potential agriculture income streams for micro and hobby farms

•

Connect Kentish agriculture industry and businesses to skills development opportunities
and government assistance

Product development:
•

Help identify emerging agriculture opportunities and connect Kentish agricultural
stakeholders to those opportunities

•

Connect Kentish producers to new opportunities from existing products, including
downstream processing, value-adding, waste utilisation (e.g. juices, flavouring,
convenience food, health food)

•

Support Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail and connect Kentish producers to Tasting Trail
opportunities

•

Explore local fresh produce opportunities

•

Support development of high-quality boutique/niche crops and products

•

Support development of low-volume, high-yield crops

•

Explore co-op production & selling among small producers and linked producers

•

Explore opportunities in emerging products and products of identified growth, including:
o Predicted increase in poppy demand until 2017
o Leverage emerging dairy opportunities in North-West
o New vegetable and crop opportunities
o Organics
o Chinese vegetables
o Emerging niche crops
o Industrial hemp
o Viticulture
o Non-wine beverage production
o Honey
o Hydroponics
o Fodder crops
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o New crop and pasture cultivars
o Agistment
Market development:
•

Link Kentish producers to new markets for traditional and emerging crops

•

Assist to explore agriculture opportunities in tourism through food tasting trails, farm
gate experiences, paddock-to-plate experiences, and use of locally grown produce in
local cafes, restaurants and stores

•

Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail

•

Help to improve availability of Kentish produce in Tasmania

•

Assist development of platform for online produce sales

•

Connect to healthy food initiatives

Marketing:
•

Explore merit of Kentish or regional food brand (clean, green/ natural and healthy)

•

Support your local producer campaign

•

Establish and promote Kentish events that promote local food and produce

•

Explore provenance marketing: QR Codes

Megatrends:
•

Climate change – New opportunities in hazelnuts, other nuts, avocados, chillies,
capsicums, berries, new wine varieties, crops vulnerable to frosts. With 3 degree
temperature rises predicted for Meander Valley-Kentish region by 2085, hotter
temperatures and more carbon dioxide will increase plant growth and growth rate

•

Pending global food shortage as demand rises and traditional supply systems put under
pressure

•

Asia century – affluent Asians seeking high-quality food; massive rise in middle-class,
residents seeking new food experiences, residents seeking quality and safe food

•

Key drivers of demand are lifting, including population growth in key markets

•

Motivations of food consumers when purchasing food: Sensory (tastes & looks right)
influences 60% of decisions; Health 28%; Convenience 12% (megatrend data from Delloite:
Position for Prosperity, 2013)
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Retail Development
Strategy
A 5-year Action Plan,
2014-19
Document Index:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

hyper-linked
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This Action Plan proposes a blueprint for growth of the Kentish retail sector through the
years 2014-2019. The plan assesses the current operating environment (see Kentish
Economic Profile); proposes five goals; then proposes actions to achieve those goals.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase profitability of Kentish retail businesses
Increase employment in Kentish retail sector
Maximise provision in local retail sector of goods and services regularly required by Kentish
residents and visitors
Foster collaboration among Kentish businesses in procurement, market supply, marketing,
administrative functions and freight
Council an active lobbyist on issues of importance to Kentish retail sector

Goods and services:
•

Identify goods and service gaps and encourage new and existing operators to fill those gaps
(Kentish Opportunities Register)

•

Encourage Kentish produce provision in local stores and delivery service to homes

•

Identify and promote retail & service business opportunities

•

Encourage later trading hours, particularly in the tourist season

•

Assist to attract more ancillary services (e.g. business services, legal services)

•

Establish a matchmaker program to identify imported products and services which could be
provided by local businesses

•

Identify local consumer needs and buying habits, and disseminate results

•

Assist business owners to develop “customer focus’’ skills among staff – particularly
customer service and skills with international visitors

Collaboration:
•

Buy Local campaign: Kentish-wide program to encourage local stores to stock local produce
and residents to buy locally

•

Encourage networking, referrals, on-selling and cross-marketing between businesses

•

Collaborative events (e.g. maximise benefits to local food establishments and retailers from
events)

•

Connect Kentish businesses to intrastate, interstate and international opportunities
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Online opportunities:
•

Link Kentish businesses to online retail sales and marketing opportunities

Promotion:
•

Assist collaborative marketing of region and its businesses

•

Improve awareness of Kentish businesses and products within Kentish, within region and
externally

•

Leverage unique and distinctive retail assets

Industry development:
•

Connect Kentish retail industry and businesses to skills development opportunities and
government programs and grants

•

Identify and address barriers to retail growth
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This Action Plan proposes a blueprint to guide the long-term sustainable planning and
design of Kentish as a tourism destination, leading to growth of the Kentish tourism
sector through the years 2014-2019.
The Plan assesses the current operating environment, proposes local objectives for this
five-year period, then proposes a series of actions that achieve those objectives by
leveraging existing assets and strengths, overcoming existing weaknesses and threats
and developing new assets and strengths.
The goals and strategy were produced after community consultation, asset mapping,
SWOT Analysis and data analysis of the industry in Kentish. Further, this Strategy
embraces the Cradle Coast Destination Management Plan, and its objectives are aligned
with the findings and objectives of that document. For data and assumptions, see
Kentish Economic Profile (document 8).
This process resulted in six goals, to be achieved through the specific actions in this
document.

1.

Improve the Kentish community well-being through a vibrant tourism sector which
maximises the community’s economic, environmental, social and cultural sustainability.

2. Build the Kentish tourism sector focusing specifically on:
a. Product Development
b. Marketing and Market Development
c. Industry Development
d. Governance and Advocacy
3. Focus industry growth and development on the five key tourism pillars of:
a. Art
b. Food & culinary experiences
c. Wilderness
d. History
e. Adventure-based tourism
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1. Product development:
Objectives:
- Provide a visitor experience that:

-

o Is welcoming and engaging
o Anticipates needs and expectations so visitors leave with great stories
o Leverages Kentish’s distinctiveness and quirkiness
o Results in an experience that visitors tell their associates about
Focus growth and diversification of the Kentish industry on five key pillars in which Kentish
has a competitive advantage: Art, food, wilderness, history and adventure
Growth of existing attractions, experiences and events
Development of new attractions, experiences and services
Development of new events, particularly in shoulder and off seasons
Resolution of identified tourism infrastructure and services gaps

Actions:
1. Art:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist development of art-based tourism through product development, industry support and
market development
Develop “art trail’’ including Railton, Sheffield, Wilmot and connect to Latrobe municipality
Diversify art experience by encouraging non-mural forms
Diversify mural experience: e.g. through different mural forms, mediums and subjects
Explore new tourism opportunities for local art and craft communities
Improve monetary return from murals

2. Food:
•
•
•
•

Assist development of food and beverage-based tourism through product development,
industry support and market development
Support Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail and increase Kentish’s product offering within it
Encourage farm gate experiences
Encourage use of local food and beverages in region’s food and beverage outlets

3. Wilderness/wildlife:
•
•
•
•

Assist development of wilderness-based tourism through product development, industry
support and market development
Assist development of new wilderness-based experiences
Promote Kentish as having some of the most accessible wildlife in its natural environment, in
Tasmania
Increase and diversify means by which visitors can experience wilderness in Kentish. Priority
focuses are:
o
Improved quality, signage and promotion of short walks
o
Improved lookouts
o
Improved interpretation
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4. History and culture:
• Assist development of history/culture-based tourism through product development, industry
support and market development
• Assist development and diversification of Redwater Creek Steam & Heritage Railway to
create full-time historic-themed attraction
• Link and promote Kentish’s historic experiences, potentially including: Redwater Creek
Steam & Heritage Railway, Slater’s Country Store, Sheffield Museum, Wilmot Museum,
stories in murals, Dooleys Track, Railton’s main street, amazing stories from Kentish history,
aboriginal heritage, Weindorfer, highland trappers and cattlemen, geomorphology and
Gondwana forests
• Embrace and express indigenous history through public art

5. Adventure tourism:
• Assist development of adventure-based tourism through product development, industry
support and market development
• Explore and support development of an adventure hub in Kentish
• Develop international standard mountain bike facility in Kentish
• Network existing operations to create adventure tourism hub
• Assist to attract new adventure tourism experiences in Kentish

6. General:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify gaps in existing product and service offering
Identify products and services with competitive advantage in Kentish and leverage
opportunities associated with those with an identified competitive advantage
Analyse emerging opportunities and trends and identify opportunities for Kentish
Ensure Kentish tourism product meets needs and expectations of emerging visitor markets
Assist tourism businesses to diversify product/service and find new markets for existing
product/service
Identify and address barriers to economic growth in tourism
Advance recommendations of Mt Roland: Developing a Destination report

7. Events:
•
•
•
•
•

Assist organisers to grow existing events
Maximise sustainability of major events by working with organisers to build a 5-year
development plan for each major event
Develop new annual events
Foster closer links between sport and recreation events and local businesses
Assist community markets to grow and diversify

8. Attractions:
•
•
•
•

Develop world-class mountain bike facility in Kentish
Develop Coast to Cradle Art Trail
Build collaborative networks around commonly themed experiences (e.g. family-based
attractions; nature-based attractions; adventure-based attractions; art-based attractions;
food-based attractions; history-based attractions; touring; fishing; RV community)
Identify opportunities for new commercial attractions, particularly around adventure, food,
art, wilderness, history and family-based local visitation
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9. Services:
•
•

Encourage more activities and services in late afternoon and evening in main tourist centres
to reflect changing visitor demand
Research tourism service gaps and explore solutions

10. Infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure council-managed roads are adequate and safe for increased visitor traffic
Build iconic entry points to major towns that announce to visitors their “arrival’’ at a
destination. The entry features should be themed, symbolically represent the town, include a
“Welcome to .....’’ message and in themselves be attention-grabbing
Expand the lookout network in Kentish to showcase the diversity of visual splendour in a way
that encourages safe and easy-paced visitation
Ensure free visitor facilities such as public ablutions, BBQs and shelters are adequate for
increased visitor numbers
Explore potential for free Wi-Fi in Sheffield, Wilmot and Railton
Identify infrastructure gaps and explore solutions

2. Market development & marketing
Objectives:
-

Increased visitation to the region
increased Kentish profile as a visitor destination
Focus market development and marketing activity on visitor cohorts that are particularly
likely to find Kentish an attractive destination

Actions:
1. Market development
• Identify, understand, engage and attract new visitor markets
• Identify, understand, engage and attract specific market segments that are interested in
Kentish’s competitive advantages (e.g. motoring clubs, art and craft tourists, food tourists,
nature lovers, adventure seekers, motorhome community, and solace-seekers)
• Engage with North-West, Visiting Friends and Relatives, and broader Tasmanian markets
• Improve tourism industry engagement with sport and recreation events
• Assist industry to adapt products and services to reflect changing market demand

2. Marketing
•

Improve awareness of Kentish tourism experiences among potential visitors, before they get
to Kentish, through:
o Increasing Kentish’s tourism profile
o Marketing to potential visitors before they arrive in Kentish
o greater presence on regional, state, commercial and government digital mediums
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• Focus marketing initiatives on:
o Those already planning to or have arrived in Tasmania;
o Special-interest groups whose interest correlates with Kentish tourism strengths (e.g.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

car clubs, art & craft groups, artists, history groups, wilderness seekers, adventure
seekers, families, visiting friends & relatives, food tourists, RV visitors)
o Kentish as a location for film and photography
o Asian visitors
Ensure visitors can access accurate and detailed information about Kentish tourism
experiences, attractions, accommodation, facilities
Develop suite of online and printed collateral that:
o is visitor-focused
o reflects changing visitor information needs, including the times and locations they
access that information, and their increasing desire to affirm intentions with
knowledgeable locals
o Targets Kentish’s key attraction themes, key locations and key attractors
o Targets specific visitor demographics
Support development of regional website, including comprehensive Kentish section, or
redevelop Kentish website if regional website proves inadequate for purpose
Engage with state and regional marketing opportunities and programs
Be an active participant in sub-regional marketing activities
Engage with marketing activities of sub-regional groups such as Devonport-Cradle Country
Marketing Group and the Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail
Participate in collaborative marketing activities, where beneficial for Kentish
Identify and encourage opportunities for collaborative marketing with and between Kentish
businesses (including cross-promotion)

3. Industry development:
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved business capabilities and capacity
Industry-leading customer service standards
Improved industry skills and knowledge in marketing, communication, collaboration,
networking, technology and business management
Advocate for the future workforce requirements of the region
Emphasise the need for cooperation and collaboration rather than competition within and
outside the municipality

Actions:
Networking and collaboration
•
•

Improve networking and information dissemination among industry participants and between
the Kentish sector and external stakeholders
Engage with local tourism associations in neighbouring municipalities to create coordinated
sub-regional approach to tourism industry development
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•
•

Assist businesses to develop a collaborative approach to mutual activities such as marketing,
product development, supply chains and administrative activities
Improve engagement between operators within Kentish’s various geographic areas: Cradle
Valley, Sheffield, Railton, Wilmot-Moina, Barrington and the rural districts

Skills development
•

•
•
•

Engage with regional, state and federal skills development opportunities, particularly in
relation to marketing, collaboration, networking, customer service, technology and
business management

Assist industry to achieve industry-leading service standards
Assist industry to become Asia-ready
Assist business owners to engage with digital opportunities and embrace social media

Knowledge dissemination
•
•

Connect industry to knowledge about emerging issues and opportunities, market changes and
trends, at an early stage to ensure industry is pro-active, not reactive
Provide a central knowledge hub

Advocacy
•

•
•
•
•
•

Council to advocate for Kentish tourism industry and its interests
Ensure Kentish is represented in and engaged with external tourism groups and activities
Assist to connect Kentish tourism businesses to government assistance and programs
Lobby for improved public transport to Kentish
Support Parks & Wildlife Service objective to develop a new Cradle Mountain World Heritage
Area visitor entry and service point
Lobby for improved phone and digital coverage by telecommunications and IT providers
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This action plan proposes a blueprint for economic development in Lorinna through the
years 2014-2019.
It posts six goals, then sets a series of specific actions to achieve those goals.
To achieve those goals, this document proposes a series of actions specific to the Lorinna
area. These are in addition to the general actions that will be taken across the Kentish
municipality, as detailed in the general Kentish Economic Development Strategy
(document 1). Aspects of the Kentish Tourism, Retail and Agriculture plans (documents
2, 3 & 4) are also relevant to Lorinna and should be considered alongside this document.
The goals, and strategy, were produced after community consultation, asset mapping
and SWOT Analysis of the Lorinna area, and an assessment of regional economic theory.
For data and assumptions that led to these conclusions, see Kentish Economic Profile
(document 8).

1.

Increase population, commensurate with capacity of area’s infrastructure and services

2. Develop new economic opportunities that are environmentally and socially sustainable
3. Increase employment and income opportunities
4. Attract more visitors to Lorinna through environmentally and socially sustainable
experiences and attractions
5. Increase Lorinna profile as place to visit and place to learn
6. Base economic activity on identified Lorinna strengths and assets: Sustainability, lifestyle,
connectedness to environment, niche agriculture, ecotourism and local professional skills

Strategic
•

Develop a working plan with Lorinna to advance this strategy and achieve the goals
above, in a way that is sensitive to the community’s needs, wishes and values

Infrastructure, services, population
•

Develop income opportunities and promote lifestyle to encourage population growth

•

Lobby for land zoning Local Area Plan to improve housing and construction prospects

•

Solve road access issue

•

Foster close relationship between Kentish Council and Lorinna community

•

Build “Lorinna’’ brand

Economic opportunities
2

Eco-tourism:
•
•

Assist development of eco-tourism attraction
Fishing retreat on Lake Cethana

Accommodation:
•

Explore opportunities for development of accommodation, facilities and services to host
conferences and education groups

Education:
•
•
•

Explore opportunities for sustainable agriculture education and showcase facility
Explore opportunities for sustainable lifestyle education and showcase facility
Explore potential for conference and group retreat facilities and services

Agriculture:
•
•

Leverage organics, permaculture and niche agriculture opportunities
WWOOFing (Willing Workers On Organic Farms): Help to engage with WWOOFing
community, promote Lorinna WWOOFing opportunities, build services and facilities
required by WWOOFers, develop coordinated program for WWOOFers

Forestry:
•

Explore opportunities for community-managed forest industry

Professional:
•
•

Develop Lorinna Skills Map
Leverage skills base to develop business/employment opportunities
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This Action Plan proposes a blueprint for economic development in the town of Railton
through the years 2014-2019.
It posts five goals, then sets a series of specific actions to achieve those goals. To
achieve the goals, a series of actions specific to the Railton area are proposed. These are
in addition to the general actions that will be taken across the Kentish municipality, as
detailed in the general Kentish Economic Development Strategy (document 2). Aspects
of the Kentish Tourism, Retail and Agriculture plans (documents 3, 4 & 5) are also
relevant to Railton and should be considered alongside this document.
The goals, and strategy, were produced after community consultation, asset mapping
and SWOT Analysis of the Railton region, an assessment of regional economic theory,
and incorporating recommendations of the Railton Tourism Strategy 2004. For data and
assumptions that led to these conclusions, see Kentish Economic Profile (document 8).

1.

Improve the viability of existing businesses in Railton and surrounds

2. Increase business numbers and economic activity in Railton
3. Increase tourism visitation to Railton
4. Increase visitor expenditure in Railton
5. Leverage Railton’s advantages for economic benefit

General:
•

Develop official town “entry point’’ at north, south and eastern entry points. Entry point
should preferably have topiary theme

•

Promote Railton as the industrial hub of Kentish

•

Identify land parcels in/near Railton (particularly with direct access to rail line)
appropriate for industrial/manufacturing use

•

Identify and address obstacles to development of Railton as industrial/manufacturing hub
of Kentish

•

Encourage businesses to develop “customer focus’’ skills among staff – particularly in
relation to international visitors

•

Assist Railton businesses to become “networked’’ with businesses and organisations
around them
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Tourism:
Develop existing attractions
•

Increase and diversify topiary experience

•

Improve promotion and use of Tasmania Trail from Latrobe to Sheffield and
interpretation of points of interest on that section of the Trail

•

Package existing attractions to showcase Railton as part of Kentish day-trip experience

Develop existing events:
•

Oktoberfest

•

Targa Tasmania lunchstop

•

Encourage more Mural Fest events in Railton

New attractions:
•

Identify and support Railton experiences that could be part of Cradle to Coast Tasting
Trail

•

International-standard mountain bike facility on Kimberleys Lookout

•

Identify opportunities around Railton for adventure tourism experiences

•

Art Trail

•

Explore opportunities for development of experiences that make Railton a hub of familybased excursions (e.g. develop skate park, BBQs and other facilities as Goliath Park to
make it popular venue for family activities)

New events:
•

Support development of new annual events, managed by local people with council
assistance

•

Identify opportunities for motoring/car-based events in Railton

Promotion:
•

Ensure topiary maps available in Railton retailers

•

“Key points of interest’’ sign on main street (in shop window)

•

Promote Latrobe-Railton-Sheffield as a day trip loop

•

Develop Railton brochure

•

Promote Latrobe-Sheffield section of Tasmania Trail

•

Promote Railton to special interest groups, such as RV community and car clubs

Services & facilities:
•

Identify gaps in services & facilities for visitors

•

Develop appropriate services & facilities to attract RV community to Railton

•

Investigate potential for electronic tourism information kiosk in main street
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Retail:
•

Buy Local campaign

•

Identify and investigate opportunities for new retail, goods and services opportunities in
Railton, including general store/supermarket

•

Consider incentives for new businesses establishing in Railton (that do not provide
competition to existing businesses)

•

Connect local businesses to opportunities around annual events

•

Encourage retailers to diversify products and income streams to combat seasonal
downturns

•

Assist collaboration among Railton businesses around marketing, supplies, sales and
issues of common interest
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This document presents actions to be taken between 2014 and 2019 to encourage
increased economic activity in Wilmot-Moina. It posts five goals, then sets a strategy of
specific actions to achieve those goals. The goals, and strategy, were produced after
community consultation, asset mapping and SWOT Analysis of the Wilmot region, and an
assessment of regional economic theory. For data and assumptions that led to these
conclusions, see Kentish Economic Profile (document 1).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase number of, and improve existing, permanent tourism products
Encourage new annual events
Ensure Wilmot agricultural producers are connected to emerging opportunities
Ensure tourism and agriculture continue to make a strong contribution to the
local economy
5. Population increase

To achieve these goals, a series of actions specific to the Wilmot-Moina area are
proposed. These are in addition to the general actions that will be taken across the
Kentish municipality, as detailed in the general Kentish Economic Development Strategy
(document 1). Aspects of the Kentish Tourism, Retail and Agriculture plans (documents
3, 4 & 5) are also relevant to Railton and should be considered alongside this document.

General:
Build a more diverse and robust Wilmot-Moina economy based on competitive
advantage:

•

Identify and leverage emerging industries & opportunities that fit Wilmot region assets

•

Identify and leverage new opportunities in existing industries (e.g. tourism, agriculture,
mining)

•

Address obstacles to economic growth

•

Create economy flexible to change, and that can identify opportunities as they arise, not
after they have arrived (be pro-active, not reactive)

•

Give priority to developments that build on existing assets, strengths and competitive
advantages, or overcome existing weaknesses or threats

•

Investigate means of attracting people to live, work, invest in and visit Wilmot area

•

Improve Wilmot business and organisations’ connectedness to information, knowledge
and opportunities relevant to their industry

•

Explore, support and assist mineral/geological opportunities
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Tourism:
Identify and develop new attractions – priority to those that fit existing strengths (heritage,
art, food, scenery, wilderness, alpine country)

•

Assist to develop new attractions and upgrade existing attractions

•

Identify adventure tourism opportunities in Wilmot/Moina

•

Link Wilmot businesses and organisations to Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail

•

Link Letterbox Trail to new Coast to Cradle Art Trail

•

Explore potential for highland/alpine-based experiences

•

Audit and promote Wilmot short-walk opportunities

•

Audit and promote points of historic interest

•

Identify opportunities for heritage-based experiences (including Wilmot Museum, Old
Moina town, mining and trapper heritage)

•

Investigate potential for gold-panning and geology attraction at Moina

•

Investigate potential for nature-based experiences (walks, wildlife, views of highlands,
accessible alpine country)

•

Identify tourism opportunities related to Lake Barrington, Lake Gairdner and Lake
Cethana

•

Explore potential for fishing retreats/experiences on lakes Cethana, Gairdner or
Barrington

•

Explore opportunities for free camping sites

Identify and develop new events – priority to those that fit existing strengths (heritage, art,
food, scenery, wilderness, high country life)

•

Support Wilmot Visual Arts Competition and assist its expansion

•

Encourage more Mural Fest-related events in Wilmot area

•

Investigate potential for annual Wilmot-Cradle-Wilmot horse endurance ride

•

Develop new events, with priority for those in spring and autumn, to lengthen tourism
season

•

Investigate viability of history-based events

•

Investigate and support other viable activities and events

•

Identify opportunities for food-based events

Leverage and upgrade existing events & attractions - priority to those that fit existing
strengths (heritage, art, food, scenery, wilderness, high country life)

•

Develop more lay-off/lookout points on “Valley of Views’’ route between top of Gentle
Annie Hill and Moina intersection

•

Work with local residents to expand Novelty Letterbox Trail

•

Support and assist Wilmot museum

•

Identify opportunities for events and attractions on days of Wilmot Market

•

Develop and diversify Wilmot art offering
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•

Upgrade Bell Mountain Track and other existing short walks

•

Assess and assist to overcome obstacles to development of Dooley’s Track as a scenic
and historic interpretation experience

Promotion

•

Promote local distinctiveness

•

Improve Wilmot-Moina presence in Kentish Council promotion (including Wilmot
brochure)

•

Include Wilmot attractions in municipality-wide brochures (such as waterfalls; day trip
loops)

•

Build and promote Wilmot-Moina as a day trip destination

•

Promote region to car and motorcycle clubs as “a driving experience’’ (fun roads &
gorgeous destination)

•

Pullover area and sign at Moina intersection promoting Wilmot business and attractions

•

Market as scenic route to Cradle Mountain and West Coast

•

Promote Wilmot & Moina as a cosy winter getaway

•

Competition: Video and photography of Wilmot/Moina region – raises profile, best
images used in promotion, local provision of prizes

•

Assist local businesses to more actively promote on social media

Business assistance

•

Connect existing tourism businesses to other Kentish businesses and to networks
outside Kentish through a network-based solution

Agriculture:
•

Identify new agricultural opportunities and assist Wilmot region producers to access
them

•

Encourage Wilmot region producers to join Cradle to Coast Tasting Trail

•

Identify opportunities for Wilmot producers to supply local markets

•

Identify Tasmanian, mainland and international opportunities for Wilmot producers

•

Encourage viticulture

•

Assist boutique agriculture producers (e.g. organics and niche crops) to connect to
existing small-agriculture networks and opportunities
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